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the raw troops there, who Hailed lo
ohejr co'ers given them to oppose the
Win. Many of them deserted to the
The government Is organizing
enemy

REBELS WILL
JUAREZ a:

iiailary fcrees for the paJTcatlou

or the northern regions of

BASE

HkVxioo.

Had Orders Not to Resist

IS HELD IN

THE TRAIL OF

BOSTON

DUPONT

QUESTION RAISED

El 1'aso, Tex., Feb. 28. Antonio
Boston. Feb. 28 The leading vol
Hojas and his command of 900 Va- unteers in the campaign for Theodore
Reyistat to Support Madro
qulstas reached Juarez thin
had a
Tex., Feb. 28. A movement Koosevelt in Massachusetts
to join the command which captured to Laredo,
throw the supjwrt of General Ber tinal meeting with their candidate tothe town yesterday. This unites the nardo
Reyes' followers to President day before his departure for New
forces of Inez Salazar, Emillo Campa Madero was
started here today. There York. Several men who have just
and Antonio Rojas. They declare are said to be
enlisted in the fight were introduced
fully 3,000 Reyistas at
that within a few days they win begin
to Mr. Roosevelt and there was a
in
present
practical exile in the Unitheir march southward against Ch- ted States and
council of war as to the selection of
Cuba.
ihuahua and if successful there, that
a leader for the Massachusetts forces.
a well
Bonales Sandoval,
loqp
the march will continue to Metico
It is understood no decision was reknown lawyer of Mexico City, and
City. Absolute quite reigns in Juarez one
on this point.
of the leaders of the Reyistas, left ported
Mr. Roosevelt was asked what he
and perfect order is being maintainhere today for Mexico City to seek an
ed. The street cars are again runinterview with Madero, of whom he thought of the prospects here and of
ning and traffic has been resumed be will
ask amnesty for all of Reyes' the result throughout the country of
tween the two cities.
his announcement that he was willing
followers.
to accept the nomination.
Mexican consul Llorente 4 Wres
Sandoval carries a letter from Gen
"I have absolutely nothing to say."
that the port of Juarez Is ci loseditnd
oral Trevloo, head of the third mlli- he
I
intimates 'that the United StKI ml
replied.
itary zone at Monterey, in which Trev- the Roosevelt
Organization of
recognize It is such in n
ino commends Sandoval to President movement has resulted In
spurring o
!
Mexico's consideration in
Madero.
This letter is taken her
activity the supporters of the preslng the town rather than ha m mWMwdemonstrating Trevino's loyalty ent administration. It was announcthat might endanger El
to MJero. Sandoval said the maior- ed that at a meeting Saturday the
States customs officers d itm 'tit,.-iof the expatriated Reyistas wish
Taft Business Men's league would be
port of Juarez is open ai numm.
to return to Mexico and that they "see
formed.
far as they are concerned a
the error of their ways."
ularly entered shipments
or points south will be ciel ired hire
PRIVATE BANK ROBBED
San Jose, Calif., Feb. 28. The
bank owned by James A. Costa,
MAIL
Requests to Forbid Exriortatiofi
t
was robbed today of $4,000 by two
-Washington, Feb. 28. Th Mexifc
bandits who escaped. Costa,
who
consul at El Paso today requested the
had
the
safe
and
oiened
just
preparSTILL DELAYED ed for the
American collector of customs there
day's business, was bound,
to forbid the exportation of Ameriand imprisoned in a rear
gagged
can goods into Juarez and urged tjhat
room. The robbery was not discovthe rebel port be recognized by phe TRAINS FROM THE EAST ARE BEered until an hour later when a cusUnited States as closed. The treasING DETOURED
OVER THE
tomer entered the bank.
ury department has taken up )the
BELEN CUT-OFof
question with the departments
NO SETTLEMENT TONIGHT
state and justice.
Feb. 28. One of the repreLondon,
The
schedule
of
westbound
trains
The matter of stopping: all supples
sentatives of the coal owners, after
is
still
indefinite
was
it
though
is regarded by the state (Jepartmon'
another conference at the foreign ofIs a delicate one. A considerable dis-io- t thought this afternoon that the track
fice this evening, said there was no
In
Kansas
will
be
cleared
in
tonight,
is dependent upon Juarez for
likelihood of any settlement of the
wbich
case
trains
from
through
ex-it! supplies a4jthe cuttins off of
the east will arrive in Las Ve- dispute in the coal trade being reachis from El Kso. it Ms feared,
gas tomorrow evening. All of the de- ed tonight.
v uld cause mucb suerini.
trains east of the snow bldck
It is understood the- Mexican am- layed
REVOLT IN CHINA
.
near Dodge City have been sent
ade
before
is
to
bassador
preparing
lay
Hankow,
China, Feb. 28. A portion
to Newton, and over the Belen
back
the state departing the demand of cut-of- f
by way of Wellington. Kan., of the republican troops stationed at
bis grvWhrnenVdaat the shipment of
to
These trains are due Wu Chang revolted last night. ConAlbuquerque.
supplies Into J-- ree be stopped. Con- in
but no deAlbuquerque this evening between siderable fighting occurred,
tfom
sul General Hua reported
5 o'clock and 11 o'clock. tails have reached here regarding the
of
hours
the
e statement that
Monterey thajt
These include the trains due in Las casualties. The city gates have been
General Geronimv T.revino hftd cast
closed.
The outbreak is attributed
the past three days.
his lot with the rebels was without Vegas during
to
dissatisfaction among the solthe
Though it was thought yesterday diers at not
foundation. General Trevino,,he said,
receiving their pay.
was in command of the government afternoon that Nos. 2, 4 and 8 would
The foreign gunboats stationed here
be held in Albuquerque they were
troops.
been ordered to hold themselves
sent through Las Vegas last evening have
revolutjon-erThe real leader of the
in readiness for eventualities. No dison time. At noon today the orders
turbances have occurred in this city.
movement, Mr. Hanna reported, were to
hold tonight's trains from
was Emillo Vasquez Gomes.
the south in Albuquerque until definReports to the state department in- ite word was received from the blockdicate that affairs are serious at
ade in Kansas. No. 10 of this after- ABBOTT RULES AGAINST
and Velardena where American noon oame in a little behind schedule
mining men successfully fought off a and will be held in Trinidad this
PRESENT INCUMBENT
rebel band. In Veracruz the insurevening. This afternoon there are
gents are said to have captured sev 21 trains from the west in La
era! towns.
Junta waiting for the track east to AFTER HEARING CONTEST PROAmerican consular representatives be cleared. This morning the report
CEEDINGS JUDGE DECIDES IN
at San Luis Potosi, Papachula and frorp. Dodge City was that there was
FAVOR OF. O. L. OWEN
''
Saltlllo report all quieJ.
still 15 miles of track to be cleared
and to complicate matters there was
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 28. E. C.
an engine oft the track at each end Abbott in
To Retake the Town
the district court entered
Mexico City, Feb. 28. Plans for the of the blockade and a bridge down In a decree of ouster in the quo warranthe middle.
to proceedings of O. L. Owen of Clo-virecovery of Juarez without bloodshed
The trains being sent over the cutof
are to be discussed at the meeting
democratic candidate for corpoPresident Madero'p cabinet today. A off to Albuquerque carry the eastern ration commissioner, ajgalnst (State
project to starve out the rebels by mails past due in Las Vegas for sev- Corporation Commissioner George H.
surrounding the place with loyal eral days. Most of this delayed mail Van Stone, progressive republican, of
troops and counting on the aid of the will arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow Estancia. The canvassing board had
Americans to cut off supplies from afternoon on train No. 10, according refused to count 1,032 votes returned
the El Paso side is to hi consider''!, tto the reports of this afternoon.
by mistake for "Sol" Owen for O. L.
That the Santa Fe de luxe trains Owen and gave the commission to
but it is realized that aid' from the
may not be delayed by the tie up In Van Stone.e This is the first of the
Americans must be voluntary.
No. 19 due In Las Vegas early contests to be waged for stalte and
Kansas,
formally
the
of
secretary
treasury
will declare the customs bouse in tomorrow morning, will be sent over legislative offices and the reversal of
the cut-of- f
and No. 20, the Chicago the canvassing board's decision has
Juarez closed.
m
e
Tht, fall of the town is said to be de luxe, will also be sent over that raised high the hopes of other
contestants.
tine to the lack of discipline among route.
mA-t;- -:;
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Los Angeles, Feb. 28. The wed
ding of Miss Lillian Marie Twitchell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred F.
Twitchell of this city, and Ray Wlllis-toCollins, the well known profes
sional baseball player, took place today at the home of the bride's parents. Mr. Collins, who has been ono
of the chief reliances of the Boston
Americans' pitching staff since his
graduation from the University of
Vermont .two years ago, first met his
bride of today When the Boston team
came to California for its spring
training last year.
n

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

In
Washington, Feb. 28. Senate:
session at 2p .m.
Labor Leader John Williams of
committee
Pittsburgh, told finance
any reduction in steel plate tariff
would result in conflict between cap
ital and labor.
House: Met at noon.
Considered
"calendar Wednesday"

bills.
A report made to Stanley stejl com
mittee on an investigation of United
States steel corporation's books and
minutes stated the corporation operated in restraint of trade and prevented competUjij.
Foreign relations committee favorably reported Sulzer resolution, which
would virtually recognize the inew
Chinese republic.

GOVERNMENT WILL LOOK
INTO STRIKE AFFAIRS
BUREAU OF LABOR WILL INVESTIGATE CONDITIONS IN LAWRENCE, MASS.

Washington, Feb. 28. The federal
bureau of labor will make an immediate investigation of the wage and
working conditions at the textile mills
at Lawrence, Mass. A representative of the bureau will leave Washington today for the. strikeridden city.
the
The decision to investigate
strike was reached at a conference
today between Secretary of Commerce
and Labor Nagel and Dr. Charles P.
Neil, United States commissioner of
labor. The bureau of labor has considerable data about conditions at
Lawrence as a result of recent inquiries.
The continuance of the strike and
situation resulting,
the turbulent
however, made it desirable, in the
judgment of the federal authorities
to ascertain the exact conditions today and all the causes of the labor
trouble. There has been agitation in
congress during the last few days to
have the bureau of labor investigate.
Investigations Begun Today
Lawrence, Mass., The first of at
least two investigation by federal
officials into certain phases of the
situation surrounding the long standing strike of mill workers here was
begun today.
Special Agent Danneiberg of the department of justice, acting under United States Attorney French, presided
over an inquiry into the exportation
of children. He came to ascertain
particularly whether the police officials in preventing the departure of
100 children for Philadelphia last
acted in violation of the interstate commerce law.
The situation will be brought before congress Saturday, when a strike
committee, including 36 children, will
apepar beforei the house of represen
tatives to snmit It to questions.

Sat-turda- y

OF

Soak Him

IERVIOE

28, 1912.

KNOX WARMLY WELCOMED

Mexican Consul E. C. Lloreute anTAFT'S BOOSTERS ARE BUSY
nounced today that he had orders
from Mexico City as early as Monday
STATES IS ASKED TO not to resist the rebels if
they attack- FRIENDS OF THE ADMINISTRADECLARE THE BORDER CITY
ed Juarez and that the pretense at
TION WILL TRY TO CARRY
defense was only a bluff to keep the
AS CLOSED PORT
STATE FOR PRESIDENT
rebels out.

J

Both Cheeks, Then

Panama, Feb. 28. The newspapers
ON
here give great prominence to the visit
of Secretary of State Knox, whom
they welcome to Panama in the warmest terms. Every movement of the
state secretary is recorded and many
interviews with prominent men are
published as to the effect of his visit.
For the second day of the visit a
and
full program Of entertainments
MASSACHUSETTS
SUPPORTERS functions is provided.
Early this CALLS ATTENTION OF SENATE
OF ROOSEVELT
COMMITTEE TO AFFAIR8 EXGATHER IN
morning the entertainment committee
came to the hotel where Mr. Knox Is
THE BEAN CIY
ISTING IN DELAWARE
staying and took the secretary and
the whole of the party accompanying
NEW RECRUITS ARE PRESENT him on a sightseeing trip to the sfte MAKES SENSATIONALCHARGES
of the original city of Panama.
A

3
iei lour enemy omiur

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

COUNCIL OF WAR

The Mexican National
railroad
In the Juarez yards was
equipment
THREE COMMANDS HAVE
brought to El Paso shortly after noon
THERE TO
MARCH
UPON
today. General Salazar, in command
of the captured town, announced at
MEXICAN INTERIMS
noon that all gambling and saloons
had been closed and would remain
WILL TRY CHIHUAHUA
fflST closed indefinitely. After a confer
ence of fthe commanders this morning, ft was declared that all but 200 COLONEL IS
IF SUCCESSFUL
IN
CAPTURING
INTRODUCED TO
Of them would entrain In Juarez FriTHAT STATE TROOPS WH.L
NUMBER Off NEW "PRIVATES
and
to
go
south
day
attack ChihuaMARCH ON CAPITaS
IN THE RANKS"
hua. Two hundred men are to be
left l'i hold Juarez.
A DELICATE

t

BXCLUeiVB A88QOIATED FF9 E QB LEA8D WIRE TBLEQRAPH

Mill

VOL. XXXIII.,

vH--M

C. P. 8WAIN

APPOINTMENT
AS

ATTELL GETTING READY
San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 88. Abe
the
former featherweight
Attell,
champion, moved into training quarters today to prepare for his fight
with "Harlem Tommy" Murphy on
March 9. Attell received a warning
from his physician that he must work
cautiously because of a wreched
shoulder muscle.
Murphy also began work today, conALLOWS
fining himself to the usual exercises PRESIDING JURIST
other than boxing.
PACKERS'
OF
Attell was so confident of winning
DIRECTORS' MINUTES
from Kilbane in Los Angeles on
Washington's birthday, it Is said, that
he sold his interest in the moving THESE RECORDS IMPORTANT
pictures for $1,500 and wagered the
money on the result of the fight.

JODGEOVERRULES
OBJECTION OF
DEFENSE

GOVERNMENT

UNITED

ING
GIANTS TO TRAIN
New York, Feb. 28. Several "reg

STATES MAR8HAL

PRICES

CONTENDS

WERE

SELL-

FIXED AT

MEETINGS

ulars" of the National league base
TAKES STAND
ball team, headed by Christy Mathew-son- , SULZBERGER
left today for the Marlin, Texas,
DECLARES MAN WHO GOT HIGH training camp. Herzog and Devlin TELLS OF HIS DEALINGS
WITH
will be picked up at Harrisburg and
OFFICE WAS MORALLY UNFIT
MEMBERS
DEFENDANT
THE
Doyle somewhere in Ohio. Snodgrass
FOR, THE JOB
OF MEAT TRUST
and Myers are departing from Cali
fornia.
The whole party is expected
Washington, Feb. 28. An array of in Marlin Friday morning.
Chicago, Feb. 28. Judge Carpenter
evidence soars ry tut, eouaie juditoday overruled the objection of the
ciary committee in its inquiry into
defense in the packers' trial to the
TWO NEW BATTLESHIPS
the appointment of C. P. Swain as
introduction of the minutes of the
Washington, Feb. 28. The house
United States marshal for Delaware,
Nacommitee on naval affairs to day de- meetings of the directors of the
was laid before the senate today by
1907
between
tional
company
Packing
cided in favor of authorizing two new
Mr. Reed, of Missouri, in arguing the
and will demand that the and 1910. The government attempted
battleships
sevpassage of his resolution providing democratic caucus
rescind its action to read the minutes to the jury
for an investigation of the election
defense
made
the
eral
but
weeks
ago
declaring against addition to the navy
of Senator Dupont of Delaware.
at this time. The committee will objection and the court took the mat
Senator Reed insisted if this evi- ask for a free hand to determine the ter under consideration. It was at
dence were given credence, the sen- matter for itself.
the directors' meetings, held Tues
ate not only should investigate the
day afternoons, that the government
1910 election, but should demand of
contends the defendants agreed on
the Delaware senator an explanation
selling prices, margin shipments and
the division of territory in violation
of his action In "recommending for FATAL SHOOTING
of the Sherman law.
appointment to the high office of UniFerdinand Sulzberger, president of
ted States marshal a man whom be
NEAR CARLSBAD Sulzberger and Sons company, succes
knew' to be engaged In corrupt pracsors to the Schwarzschild and Sulztices."
berger company, was called to th
"I deem this to foe my
solemn
stand. In reply to questions GoPOSTMASTER
AT
LOVING
dulty," said the senator, "and shalTbe"
vernment
DONNEL-SOY
TV
KILLS
Attorney Sheean, the witness
J.
glad if a thorough investigation retold of attending the old packers' pool
WIH A SHOTGUN
sults in completely exculpating the
meetings held every Tuesday after
senator from Delaware.
noon
28.
N.
in the office of Attorney Veeder
Feb.
Word
M.,
Albuquerque,
"The disclosures made by the witIn
Chicago from 1898 to 1902.
nesses are of a such a character as reached here at noon today that W.
named the ten defendants and
W.
He
12
Wood,
at
postmaster
Loving,
to demand further Investigation.
attended the pool meetings
That investigation ought to be court- miles south of Carlsbad in Eddy coun- said they
times. Mr. Sulzberger de
different
at
shot
and Instantly killed James
ed by an innocent man. On January ty,
attempt made by the Ar
scribed
a
the
7
Donnelson,
at
farmer,
wealthy
2, 1902 the president appointed Corand Morris interests to
mour.
Swift
nelius P. Swain United States mar- o'clock last night. Woods fired both
and
Schwarzschild
the
barrels
a
of
into
Donnelson's
purchase
shotgun
shal for the district of Delaware and
wita
in
1902,
sent that appointment to the senate body, death being instantaneous. Sulzberger company
of putting the company
for confirmation.
With an alacrity Woods rode Into Carlsbad after the the Intention
"billion" dollar pack
In
to
the
and
proposed
surrendered
the
sheriff.
which was astonishing the appoint- killing
ment was reported to the senate by While few details are known, it Is ers combine.
The witness produced a contract
the committee, and on the day It said the killing was the result of famdated
troubles
Both
of
August 26, 1902, between him
ily
long
standing.
reached the senate it was confirmed.
men
are prominent in business and self and Armour, Swift and Morris,
Such, at least, is the newspaper senaffairs.
by which he agreed to sell a majority
public
timent.
of the stock at $190 to be paid for in
"In some way citizens of Delaware
shares of the proposed merger. The
learned of the fact and protested to
contract was read to the Jury by Govsome member or members of the sen- JUDGE
LEAHY DENIES
ernment Attorney Sheean. Mr. Sulzate, with the result that the fiction
of
berger explained that the terms
of approval, was rescinded. The matout
carried
were
never
HABEAS CORPUS WRIT the contracts
to the committtee
ter was
because of inability of fhe promoters
and an investigation demanded by
to finance the project.
citizens of Delaware was held.
REFUSES TO GIVE HARDEN LIBSenator Reed reviewed the testiPITTSBURGH DOG SHOW
ERTY, HOLDING THAT ELECmony given before the judiciary comTRICITY CAN BE STOLEN
Pittsburgh, Feb. 28. The annual
mittee, declaring there was
bench show of the Duquesne Kennel
evidence that thousands of
club opened here today with more
coma
is
that
Holding
electricity
dollars were distributed from the ofand as such is subject to than 1,000 entries, representing leadmodity
fices of Henry A. and T. Colman Du- fraud
and theft, Judge David J. Leahy ing kennels In all parts of the counpont, to be used for corruption.
yesterday refused to issue a writ of try. The exhibition wijl continue un
habeas corpus for D. A. Harden. Har til Saturday.
den has been In the county jail since
NO NEW MARSHAL
early in the winter, having been held
Washington, Feb. 28. It was an- for examination by the
grand jury on ITALIANS GIVE TURKS
nounced at the White House today the
of stealing electricity from
charge
that the president has decided to re- the Las
Vegas Light and Power com
tain Creighton M. Foraker as United
ANO ARABS A BEATING
pany. His attorneys maintained that
States marshal for New Mexico, at
electric current is invisible and not
'
least until the New Mexico senators
to theft. For this reason they
subject
are elected and sworn in and possibly
SEVERE BATTLE FOUGHT NEAR
applied for a writ of habeas corpus.
until after the presidential election.
TRIPOLI RESULT8 IN DEFEAT
Judge Leahy, in denying the writ,
This announcement was made followOF DEFENDER8
held that electricity can be stolen.
ing the sending to the senate of the The contention of Harden's attorneys
nomination of Charles A. Overlook as has never been settled
Home, Feb. 28. A severe battle, reby any suUnited States marshal for Arizona.
preme court in the United States sulting in the utter defeat by the
It is also said that the president and Judge Leahy's1 decision, there- Italian troops of the Turkish forces
has determined to make no changes fore, is unique. Harden was manager and their Arab allies with great loss,
in federal officials in New Mexico at of the Imp motion picture theater, is reported in official dispatches rethis time. This decision, it is be- which Is now known as the Browne ceived here today from Horns,
lieved, is the result of some conflict and is located on Douglas avenue. (which Is also known as Lebda),
among the republican leaders in New Officials of the electric light and pow- about 70 miles east of Tripoli on the
Mexico over federal patronage.
er company allege that they noticed Mediterranean 'coast.
The engagement, occurred at Mount
the Imp was using a surprisingly
small amount of current, the cause Merkheb, which lies at some distance
SUGAR TARIFF REDUCED
of which condition, they learned after behind tie town.
The Turks and
Washington, Feb. 28. The house an investigation, was the fact that Arabs had taken up a strong position
committee on ways and means today Harden had cut out the meter by the on the slopes where they were atagreed on a sugar tariff revision bill skillful use of wires. It is asserted tacked by the Italians with infantry
which will be submitted soon to a that be allowed only a small part of and artillery. After a fight which last-ed- e
democratic caucus of the house. It la the current used by the theater to
all day the Italians put the enunderstood the tariff is reduced to one pass through the metter. Judge Leahy emy to flight by storming the height.
cent a pound and that, the large losi reduced Harden's bond to $100, which The loss of the Turka and Arabs is
of revenue involved will be met ty he furnished.
He was released last described in the report as very heavy.
increased tariff on silks. Or other plght Harden la represented by The Italians lost 11 killed and 82
luxuries.
Hunker and Hunker,
wounded.
ENGAGED IN DAD PRACTICES
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TOUCH

Make Out Cat Showing It to
Be On of the Greatest
HOMELY
Things on Earth.

Touch ia the greatest of the five
Mnsea, writes Terrell Love Holllday
to the 8mart Set Magazine. It la the
mainstay of emergency, the unfailing
resource of the perpetually Impecunious. Many a man would be unable to
Hy
easily as he has been accustomed to If he could not "make a
touch."
A touchdown
wins the football
Same, and a touched-ucomplexion
to often the first step In
winning a
p

nan.

The touching novel becomes one of

the six best sellers, and the retouched
segatlve produces a beautiful picture
from a homely woman's photograph.

"One touch of Nature makes the
whole world kin" which explains the
hitherto unsolved problem why we
have so many undesirable relatives.
His hand touching here before
marriage causes an electric thrill
to pass through the twain; and his
hand touching the bottom of his purse
after marriage causes a abort circuit and a burned-ou- t
fuse.
Every portion of the body and mind
Is susceptible to touch.
When touched in the heart, we rush
Into matrimony; if "touched in the
head," we are rushed to a lunatic
asylum. Touched on the pocket nerve,
we either give up or close up, accordingly as we are "easy marks" or tight
wads." When our feelings are touched we weep; when our corns art
touched we swear.
A touch on the arm. bv the colics.
means that we are under duress; a
touch on the cheek, by Felice our
better half means that we are under
caress. In both cases we submit and
pay our fines.
To'iched on the lips, we look resigned if it is our wife; and happy
if it is some other fellow's wife.
The appeal of the foaming schooner
touches the beggar's thirst; and the
touching appeal of the beggar enables
the schooner nnd the. thirst to get in
touch with each other.
Curiously do the comic and pathetic
touches intermingle. There is the light
touch of comedy In woman's efforts to
keep up with the styles; and a dark
touch of pathos in man's struggle to
keep up with the bills of woman, engaged as aforesaid.
With most of US life is touch and
go, and we have to go pretty fast to
escape a touch of sorrow.
Hurt by the Hobble Skirt.
bitter cry against the modern
fashion of narrow skirts comes from
Roublax, in the north of Prance, a
town noted for its manufactures ol
A

dress goods. The reduction of the
material necessary for a dress from
eight yards to three or four has
thrown families Into misery and is
helping to starve the children and
babies, it is declared.
The assistant mayor of Roubalx says
that the falling off in the output there
'has robbed 20,000 men and women of
their employment and meant a loss ol
ifrom $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 In wages
this year. From twenty to twenty-fiv.per cent of the weaving trade is idle. A
werker explains the situation in, these
words:
'We work generally only two days
a week, and when there's a family we
earn about enough to starve on. It is
quite time the ladies gave up theli
hobble skirts."
e

STEAK

GOOD

That Are a Great
provement on Usual Way of
Serving It How Butchers
Cheat the Housewife.

Losing die

two-thir-

one-thir-

MAKESHIFTS

FOR THE

Social Instinct

Im-

That plain but nourishing dish
known as Hamburg steak may ape par
in various guises that are a great im
provement on the usual way of serv
ing it A very nice dish with cakes
and coffee for an autumn breakfast
Is prepared with about
of
d
of sauHamburg steak and
sage. The sausage should be rich
with sage and other seasonings. The
dish taste much like sausage, but
without the greasy quality. Therefore
persons with delicate digestions can
partake of it when they might be
forced to refrain from eating unadulterated sausage.
Another nice way of serving Hamburg steak is the following: Moisten
a cupful of powdered cracker crumbs
with a little milk enough to make
a mixture of pudding-lik- e
consistency.
Stir this through a pound of Hamburg steak and season the whole with
pepper, salt and powdered sage. Two
teaspoonfuls of the powdered sage
will be about right Some palates may
like a little more and some less. After seasoning knead the mixture with
the hands until all the ingredients
have become properly amalgamated.
Form it into a roll and slice the roll
Into cakes. Fry the cakes in very hot
suet or butter. If the Hamburg steak
seems to be lacking in fat It is well
to add a little chopped suet when mixing the softened crumbs Into It
more housewives are
Probably
cheated through the medium of Hamburg steak than In any other way
along the meat line. The best way to
manage Is to buy a piece of first class
round steak and have it ground before one's own eyes; then one known
exactly what one is getting.
One of the interesting specimens at
a recent food show was the Hamburg
steak shown in the exhibit conducted
by Uncle Sam's meat Inspectors. The
"Hamburg" looked fresh and healthy
but their appearance was most deceiving.
They were in reality old
minced scraps of meat freshened and
colored with a preserving liquid that
comes especially for the purpose a
veritable invention of Satan.
As
butchers seem to have the power to
elude the Inspectors at times and as
meat treated with this preparation is
likely to deceive any one, it is best
to avoid all Hamburg steak that has
been previously chopped, unless the
buthers's sense of honor is above suspicion, and even then it is Just as
well not trust to one's own opinion.
It may be well to warn young housekeepers in particular against tempting "specials" in this line.
COOK

Tasty and Appetizing Dishes Easily
Made From Various Kinds
of Leftovers.
Canned tomato sup can masquerade as a delicious puree if it Is mixed
with half its bulk of cream or milk.
Season highly and add the cream before the soup Is seated, as it is less
likely to curdle. For variety, barley
or cutup sphagettl can be added.
The mixture that is left in the bottom of the casserole after the meat
has been removed can be utilized for
another meal. And about half the
quanlty of water, cut up dice of potatoes and' make dough balls, stewing the mixture until the potatoes are
tender.
When making apple float try roasting the apples instead of stewing
them. The pulp is removed from the
skins and mixed with tbe whites of

"My dear,'' said young Mrs. Allison,
peeling off her gloves and flinging
them down with a snap, "you did well
when you renounced the frivolities of
Ufa"
"When I er what?" gasped the
matron with auburn hair, as she
dropped an extra lump of sugar Into
her caller's tea and set the cup down
hurriedly.
"WelL why notr Inquired young
Mrs. Allison.
"That will do, dear. I
take only two lumps, not the whole
bowlful."

"Explain yourself. Celeste!" demanded the young matron with auburn hair, severely. "Has any one
been saying that I am getting fat and
stolid or is this your inimitable way
of criticising my winter wardrobe?"
Young Mrs. Allison smiled inscrutably.

"Celeste," said her hostess again,
sharply, "If yju weren't my best
friend I should call that a positive
grin."
continued to
Young Mrs. Allison
grin, happily. "Well, she said, after
selecting the thinnest sandwich on the
tray and biting into It with caution,
"to begin with, you've moved to a suburb, haven't you?"
"Um-mis that all?"
"No, but that's one thing."
"Very well; what next?"
"And you've stopped wearing false
hair."
"Why, yes, so I have," admitted the
hostess, tranquilly. "I got tired of the
messy stuff, and when I happened to
think It over I couldn't see any reason
why I shouldn't let my hair stand on
its own merits."
"Exactly," agreed young Mrs. Allison. "Thirdly, you've dropped the
bridge club!"
Tbe matron with auburn hair sighed.
"I had to," she explained. "And," she
added, with a sudden burst of confidence, "you've no Idea, dearest, what
a relief It ia. For two years, once a
week, I've hooked myself into my best
clothes and sat all of a pleasant sunny afternoon in some one's stuffy
drawing room gambling for, let ui
say, a green sunshade that would
make me look. If I won it, like a horse
show poster. I have partaken enthusiastically of siruplike ice creams and
minntes before
oily salads forty-fiv- e
dinner hour." She paused for breath
and smiled suddenly upon her caller.
"Instead of all that" she concluded,
I now repose in this easy chair with
a book and a box of chocolates, which
achieve the same effect upon my appetite, but are less strenuous."
"Nonsense," said young Mrs. Allison. "You're losing the social Instinct
that's all! All suburbanites do. But
as I remarked to begin with, you have
adopted the wise course."
She frowned thoughtfully, while her
hostess waited in silence.
"Well?" her hostess demanded, finally.

"It's very tragic," said young Mrs.
"You know my Aunt Elvira?"
The matron with auburn hair nodded. "The poor woman who was so
111 at
your house last summer," she
said.
"Poor nothing," contradicted young
Snuffbox Recalls a Romance.
Mrs. Allison, sternly. "There's nothThe shades of an old romance go
ing the matter with Aunt Elvira bui
with a snuffbox that was bought reimaginary diseases. She's so crabbed
S.
Mr.
cently by
Wyler at the time the
that her own children won't live with
effects of Clyde Fitch were sold. The
her, and she's so rich that her other
snuffbox was found In the collection
relatives have to. She takes a private
of the dramatist.
car down to Florida every winter and
The snuffbox onoe belonged to the
I had thought that Fred and I could
Baroness de Stael, who was born in
make rather pleasant use of an InviParis in 1766 and died in 1817. She
to go with her this year, betation
was the daughter of Nexar, mlnistei eggs.
cause Fred didn't get any vacation in
Left-ove- r
or
is
macaroni
spaghetti
of finance under Louis XVI., and marcooked in a baking dish with a tl? summer.
ried Baron de
the nice
"Well, my love, last week Saturday
Swedish minister to France. She was cream sauce and shredded green and I
Fred home from
positively
married a second time to ft young of- red peppers cut over the top. Some- the office todragged
out to the Country
go
times
cheese
is
to
added
the
mixture,
ficer of the Swiss Guards named Roo
club with me in the afternoon. I felt
again bread crumbs.
ca, to whom she gave the snuffbox.
that my system demanded the diver
It Is of gold, oblong, with an oval
eion and I didn't want to go alone. It
miniature In ivory of Baroness de
was a horrid, chilly trip and our supRoman Meat Pie.
Stael. it is studded In the four cor
Butter a large pie dish and line per out there was miserable. When
ners with diamonds, New York Her with boiled marcaroni.
Cut up any we got home this is the message writold.
good cold meat veal, chicken, ham ten on Aunt Elvira's visiting card that
or tongue; make a layer of each kind met me in the hand of the maid:
"'Dear Celeste I'm sorry you
in the dish, putting a white or brown
Rather Convincing Reply.
sauce over each layer, and season to couldn't take time from your pursuit
"Some years ago," said Mr. William taste.
Pour a layer of rich white of pleasure to comfort my tired and
P. Fan-el- l of San Francisco, at the sauce on
top, sprinkle over some travel stained self. I'm going over to
Belvedere, '1 was making a pilgrimParmesan cheese and finish Cousin Emma's. Respectfully, A. E.' "
grated
age to the land of niy ancestors, and with strips of boiled macaroni. Pour
many times, even In the most
The matron with auburn hair gaspa little melted butter on top, sprinkle
corners of Mrln, I was given on some
a ed. "But did you know she was comcheese
in
bake
and
grated
(proof of the quick wit of the Celt hot oven over a half hour or until a ing?" she asked.
'On one occasion a fellow, whom 1 had
"Oh, no," said young Mrs. Allison,
nice brown.
employed in a small town in Galway
composedly, "not having a sixth sense
on some slight personal service, perfor her arrivals In town. It's just
sisted In addressing me as My Lord.'
Aunt Sadie's Potato Cake.
one of her little eccentricities, that'e
I didn't like the title a little bit, and
s
all! Cousin Emma goes to Florida
cup butter, two cups
finally I called him down rather
sugar, one cup mashed pota- on Thursday," she added, sadly.
warmly.
toes (hot), one cup sweet milk, four
"Weti, of aU things!" cried One ma" Don't you call me My Lord anotheggs, two tablespoons baking powder, tron with auburn hair, sympathetically.
er time,' I said. 'I am simply an or- one cup grated chocolate, one cup "After you and Fred had It all
dinary Irishman like yourself.'
chopped walnuts, one teaspoon each planned!"
"We-1-1,- "
'"Ah, your honor.' said the rasral, of cloves, cinnamon and nutmeg.
admitted young Mrs. Alwith an irresistible grin, 'that cant Cream butter and sugar, then add the lison, slowly, "as a mater of fact,
be true there never was an ordinary yolk, then the flour, chocolate, spices, Fred hadn't planned exactly. He seemIrishman.' "
potatoes and milk. The nuts and ed positively to enjoy the situation.
whites of eggs are added last, the He said he had a picture of himself
whites being beaten to a stiff froht
going, anyway. And he added that he'd
Fears.
rather pound rocks than to go any"I'm so worried about the present I
where with Aunt Elvira. Good-bsent to Aunt Sarah," she says. "It
Economical Cake:
dear; I'm going to Join your easy chair
only cost 49 cents, and I'm afraid I
cup butter, one cup brigade and do my hair flat In the
left the price mark on the thing when sugar, one tablespoon cornstarch back."
I sent it"
made smooth in one cup of milk, two
"I'm worried, too," says her friend. cups flour and three teaspoons baking
Logical Progress.
"I got one that cost $50 for my uncle powder. Bake in layers and spread
"The new show went like a breeze."
I'm
I
didn'v
afraid
and
leave the price any kind of jam between the layers.
"I was told the backer had to send
mark on It" Life.
This is a good but cheap cake.
a lot of drafts."
Allison.
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LATEST NOVEL! IES

BACK TO TBE "CITY"

IN
LEAVING BEHIND HIM A RECORD
AS A SHOT HE DEPARTS
FOR "JLLINOY"

Worren's and Children's Shoes
t

Our Spring line of Women's and Children Shoes is now
complete and includes an excellent variety of the newest and

"Dode" Massey has gone He has
gone back to "IUinoy" from whence
he came some two or three months
most popular models.
ago. Most everybody knew Dode. He
was a good chap. Big framed, big
In women's footwear we are showing Satins, Coronation
hearted but foolish about the farm
Cloth, white Nubuck, Suede, Gun Metal, French Calf, Patent
back yonder. He Just had to go back
to his mother. He could not grasp
Colt, Russia Calf, Vici Kid land Sea Island! Duck in strap
the vastness of lie west. His feet
and button exfords, Pumps and high Shoes.
would show tender any time things
would
and
he
real
Just
got
"westy"
naturally pine for the peace and quiet
that habitually prevades that little
town of Dalton City, 111.
Those of you who knew Dode will
not be misled by that word city, for
CHILDREN'S SHOES
NEW SUITS, DRERRES and SKIRTS
regardless of that, fine big nature
Never
have
we
shown'such
corn
a variety of
The new styles in this lines are now arriving
stuck out like ears of Illinois
childrens popular footwear.
all over him, it was plain that he
daily and are proving unusually attractivess.
was not city broke. He was just a
Velvet, White Buck. Tans patent Colt,
We now have a good variety of these lines
Gun Metal, Vici Kid and Canvas in Sandals,
corn shucker, but a mighty good felready for your inspection and will be glad to show
Strap Slippers and Oxfords at
low. He thought he was a shotgun
them. We also have a big varietv of anusually
shot, too. And no doubt he was, back
pretty waists.
in Dalton City. But out here, where
gun play is as common as ping pong
back there in the country school, he
did not shine. Why, one of the boys
Rosenwald
went over to the trap with a pocket
Victor
full of rocks and beat him breaking
Block
clay birds and he had a 10 guage.
Talking
But he was a duck shot. He burned
up 200 shells and killed a pair of the
Plaza
Machine
most beautiful ducks that has been
brought into town this sipring but
1Q6Z
they were the fishy kind, only good
to look at. He was a good siport,
though, and we will all be glad to
have him wlh us again. He'll get the example by
SOUVENIR DISHES.
LENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
declaring for Rooseover that trouble about his feet
velt and it is believed that the maMiss M. M. Thompson, a', her store
By sending your washing to the Las
jority of the league members will fol- on Sixth street, will sell souvenir Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
NO pASCARET USER
low the same course.
dishes for a limited time at a great of the best establishments in the
EVER HAS HEADACHE
reduction. There are some beautiful southwest. Our maenmery is new.
IN NEW YORK CITY
in the lot and prospective pur Our plant is modern and sanitary.
pieces
A 10 Cent Box Will Keep Your Liver
Yon will find Hotel Cumberland, ai chasers should come
early in order to Our service is careful and prompt and
Stomach and Bowels Clean, Pure
Broadway and Fifty-fourtstreet take advantage of the sale. Miss our oldest customers are our most
and Fresh for Months.
near Central Park, an ideal location Thompson always keeps a complete loyal ones. Handy location on Dougin the retail shopping and theatet line of pOBtal cards and curios.
las avenue. The wagon will call.
dizziSick headache, biliousness,
district, with the subway, elevatec
ness, coated tongue, foul taste and and surface cars at hand. A band
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
ATTENTION
ELKS
foul breath always trace them to tor some,
For Bleeping on a poor bed. For a
modern, beautifully furnished
Have you had your
photograph
pid liver, delayed fermenting food in hotel with one of the best restau made for the new
reasonable Investment you can
lodge rom? Water very
the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
rants
the city, but moderate ir man is making sittings and the pic enjoy lour sleeping hours as well as
Poisonous matter clogged In the in- pric
We are selling the
--corns
with bath, $2.50 pei tares are proving as good or a little a mlllonaire
testines, instead of being cast out of day i
beds cheaper than ever
Send for booklet Harry P better than the quality usually turned popula
the system is
into the Stlmson,
Ml ave many styles In the
out by that high class photographer before.
manager.
blood. When this poison reaches the
fine mat- 1 atln finish,
bright
I
Better arrange for a sitting today
delicate brain tissue it causes conges
v.
cresses,
and
pillows. J
FOR CHILD WELFARE
Waterman, the Plaza.
tlon and that dull, throbbing, sicken
Johnse;
a
6t Louis, Feb. 28.0hild welfare
ing headache.
was the general topic of discussion
DO YOU KNOW WHY
NOTICE
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purga- this
The Lobby Is such a popular meetone
of the most inat
morning
This
inform
tive waters force a passageway for a
the public that
answer
is
men?
The
teresting and profitable sessions of ing place for
my w4
9 M- Cyrene, has left
day or so yes but tJfcy don't take the annual convention of
It
handles
wines
and
the
best
easy.
the departthe poisons out and have no effect
my horde and that I will hereafter be
ment of superintendence of the Na- liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is in no
upon the liver or stomach.
way responsible for any debts
in
on
a
corner
convenient
the
location,
she may incur.
Casrsrets immediately cleanse and tional Educational association, which opposite the Santa Ke station. A
big
has been m session here since the
legulate the stomach, remove the
J. E. CYRENE.
line of the best oigars in always in
week.
first
of
the
Prominent
among
ionr, undigested and fermenting food
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 16, 1911.
stock.
Lauoach
&
proprieBenjamin,
and foul gases, take the excess bile the speakers were Carroll G. Pierce tors,
the liver and carry out of the of Milwaukee, president of the NaFfENNANTS, PENNANTS
Educational association, and
'
in
WHAT IS THE REASON
Rally's curio store has just received
tjt t all thi decomposed wvv.e tional
r.atter and poisons in the intestlies James H. Van Sickle, superintendent
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary a new stock of High School and Norof public schools
of Springfield,
and bowels.
showing also
dairy is constantly gaining new cus- mal pennants. It t
A Cascaret
tonight will surely Mass.
tomers and is holding its old patrons? some pretty novelties in girls' hats
straighten you out by morning. They
Because it furnishes the best, purest for Hih School lasies. Pennants and
A COLOSSAL
BLANKET SALE
box
work while you sleep a
piliowsj of all the big colleges are
Just in time to meet your demands and richest milk. The milk Is abso- awaitl
ftom your druggist means Inside
free from contamination. It is
your inspection.
lutely
cleanliness and a clear head for from cheap cotton blankets to all handled in sterilized rooms
by scienwool
of
of
millions
the
$3.00
months. Ask any
blankets, regular $3.50,
tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
EVERYTHING IN JEWELRY
Cascaret users if they ever have and S2.50 values at $1.95. How long a while and
Silverware and cut glass. The best
will never change.
you
can they last? Certainly not, after
headache.
and most complete line In tt city at
these ar4 gone. A snap in men's unprices that arje right. Afthe standWERE YOU PREPARED
MILITARY MEDICAL MEETING
derwear $1.25, $1.00 and 75c at 50c.
For the sudden blizzard that ut ard makes of taratcties. An optical de- Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 28- .- The fifth an- Where? Why, at the 5, 10 and 25 scended from the north Monday night? partment in cBir.rg of an ::pert Re-nual conference of the Association of Cent Store.
Were your coal bins full? If not call member the name $nd fame of Sabino
Medical Officers of the Militia of Canup the Coors Lumber company and Lujan, on Bridge street.
BOTH FACTIONS FOR TAFT
ada met in this city today and began
order fuel. Orders will be filled withColumbia, S. C, Feb. 28. The
DELICIOUS
a two days' session. The program
out delay.
faction of the reThe Las Vegas Mercax tile company
provides for the discussion of a wide
A 8NAP
makes a special tiy of f llfalfafed narange of topics, together with addres- publican party in South Carolina has
Six rooms and bath with three lots; tive and Kansas Cityi beef. Conseses by Colonel Samuel Hughes, min- completed arrangements for the holdon corner. In good repair. $1000.00 quently the best steaks to be purchasister of militia; Sir James Grant of ing of its state convention here
row to select delegates to the na on terms of $500-0cash, balance in ed In this city come off the blocks ia
Ottawa, Major J. T. Clark of Halifax,
tlonal
facThe
You are not
loan.
(onventlon.
and
If
opposing
Dental Surgeon Lanthier of Quebc
you are In need its meat department.
building
tion, known as the "Lily Whites" and of a home, Investigate this one at getting the best for your money unand several others of prominence.
led by John G. Capers, national com INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPO- less you are buying meat at the Las
ore.
mitteemnn, will hold its convention RATION, George A. Fleming, Man- Vegas Mercantile company's
EXHIBIT
INDUSTRIAL
New York, Feb. 28. The opening later. Both factions claim to repre- ager, Phone Main 40.
sent the "regular" republican organi-zaiioof the Woman's Industrial-exposition- ,
of South Carolina and the two
which was to have taken place toOUR LIVERY 8ERVICE
Is right up to snuff In all w ather.
day, has been deferred for two weeks delegations will fight for recognition
in order that the merchants and oth- at the Chicago convention in June. Night calls are given prompt atteners may have more time to prepare Each faction has declared itself for tion and the best service is provided.
Good hbrses kept in a wean stable
their exhibits. The exhibition will be Taft for president.
For over three decades a favorite
and good rigs may be obtained at any
held in the Grand Central palace and
household medicine for COUGHS
us.
time
from
Call
Main
15 and we
will be the first affair of its kind ever
up
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
OLD ARMY OFFICER RETIRES
will do the rest pa. L Cooley.
given in this country. Ten of the
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
28.
Feb.
'After
more
Washington,
leading civic and philanthropic orand STUFFY BREATHTNfi Tat
than 40 years' service, Colonel Thad-deu- s MASQUES, MA8QUE8, MASQUES at
ganizations of New York are in
first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
A full line of masquerade
W. Jones, until recently in comcoscharge of the arrangements. One of
and
reliable.' I he Bee Hive on the
the chief features will be comparative mand of the Tenth cavalry stationed tumes, wigs and everything needed for carton is the mark of the genuine.
a masque ball may be obtained at
Refuse sustitutes.
exhibitions of old methods, of hand at Fort Ethan Allen, was placed on
the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand-lsh- ,
on
the
list
retired
own
his
aptoday
0. G. SCHAEFER
machine melabor, and
the Emporium, 524 Sixth street
Colonel
Jinesisfrom
plication.
North
Red
Cross Drug Co.
wothods of doing the same work by
Carolina and was graduated from
men.
West Point in 1872. During the Philippine insurrection he was lieutenant
FROM LA FOLLETTE TO TEDDY
colonel of the Forty-eight- h
United
re28.
As
a
San Francisco, Feb.
Volunteer infantry. With this exsult of a conference held in 'this
ception his entire service of 40 years
it appears probable that the or- was in the
cavalry arm.
ganized progressive republicans of
California will drop their support of
Senator La Follete and declare for
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A OOLD IR ORE
Roosevelt as their choice for the Your drug-gis- t
OAT.
will refund money If
Chester PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure
nomination.
presidential
any
Always remember the fall name. Look
e
H. Rowell, president of the La
case of Itching, BJind, Bleeding or
""VlifrrniaV
for this signature on every box. 85c.
set
has
of
League
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c

$2.50 to $5.00

85c to $325
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peering View of a Mad Young Lady."
"Click! 8napt Bcream!
ARMY MULE PASSING
DRY
POTATOES
The old commodore had been In
earnest about those beartraps. though
the signs about spring guns had been
Intended solely for moral effect. He MOTOR CAR AND MOTOR TRUCK
Gives Results of
bad set half a dosen traps, and as she
CROWDING HIM OUT.
Rheumatism is in reality an internal inflammation a d iscascd condition of Prof. Jarrjine
had
dell
Clara
toward
the
progressed
MADELINE
susBy
the blood cells which supply the nourishment and strength necessary to
Important Experiments.
had sprung one of them. Her escape
tain our bodies. Uric acid, an irritating, inflammatory accumulation, get
from the cruel Jaws was marvelous.
into the circulation because of physical irregularities, and then instead oi
Commodore Blnhrid.. JK.
They missed her ankles 'hut gathered MaJ. Dickson Explains Advantages te
nourishing and invigorating the body, the blood irritates ami inflames the It Is Just Possible to Make the Fallow
In
Be
Derived
Modern
In
pay and the owner of
her skirts of stout cloth, and she
Using
different'
nerves, tissues, muscles and joints, because of itr. impure, acrid
the Sound, had the
Vehicle
Easy Times for
presently found that she was as much
Add Something to Your Income,
condition.
The pains and aches and other disagreeable and dangerous sympbad an enlarged liver
of a prisoner as If she had
Soldiers.
been
toms of Rheumatism can never be permanently cured until every particle of
the Agronomist Says Three
government had ret.red
caught,by a foot.
.
the cause is driven from the blood. S. S. S. does this because it is a perfect
Crops Make Money.
utos before he reached
JusJkthat one scream and then she
Military tradition makes the arm blood purifier. It goes down to the very bottom of the trouble, purifies and
tit
and
age.
he felt that he
beef realised he situation. The Irascible mule the embodiment of efficiency. cleanses the circulation,
It Is all very well for scientists UT
invigorates the blood, and completely drives Rheuhustled out of the service
commodore
Horses cast li matism from the system. Plasters, liniments, soothing lotions, etc., may
might come charging r- he
which
and delve and dig for the ultistudy
had given a llfeUme. At If
the
through
bronze
woods
at any moment,
bearing be used for the temporary relief and comfort they bring, but a cure cannot mate salvation of the farmer in the
this were
not enough, wire fence at
and at any moment the ungentleman-lfigures be effected until S. S. S. has removed the cause. It frees the blood of every
windmill
land belt, but first tell him and
men were constantly
young gentleman might take It
based on marbU impurity and makes it a rich, health sustaining fluid, to bring permanent dry
calhng at the
do it quickly what to grow that will
Into his head to abandon the old boat
lodge and disturbing him. and
and
Rheumaon
Book
Rheumatism
relief and comfort to those who suffer with
kodak
bring In money. The sooner this is
enthusiasts and landscap
and follow on
adorn the parki tism and any medical advice free to all who write.
done the sooner the farmers, constipainters tak her two her trail, it did not
were trespassing on his
of
tin
minutes to realise that
and plazas
grotndg
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA tutionally skeptical, will respond.
without
a knife to cut away ber skirts
The commodore swore ud
Pew hav
world.
"The farmer isn't concerned about
she must
and grumbled, as an old sailorgrowled
there a prisoner undone reverence t
has a til some remain
fertility," said Prof. W. M. Jardlne
one came to release her.
ROOSEVELT-TAFT
the humble mult
perfect right to do, but tot public did
NO REASON FOR IT
TE8T
in the recent Dry Farming Congress at
She could not
not take warning. He hung out
the animal thai
the trap and
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 28. InterColorado Springs.
"What be wants
signs walk off with It,pick up to
of Beware of the dog"
its weight
througr est of Missouri
owing
trudged
and "Tres- and
is a living and he wants it now. We
When
is
East
Las
Show
Citizens
just
republicans
Vegas
neither
sane
could
she
mud
passers will be prosecuted
and
sit
down
and
Dut no
must help him get it. Show him
rest.
one was frightened. He flajUly
with munition! now centered ujxhi the frstThirdin the There can the noWay.
how to do something now; tell him
made
It known by numerous signs
reason
the
be
district,
For the first ten minutes Clara non- Just
why how to feed
that made victorj
that he dered. For
his family, first, and then
had set bear traps and
the next she eilently wept J Possible Lincoln was one of the few stale to meet for the selection of any reader of tWs will continue to he will be In
spring gxinB tn She
position to take up and
could hear that young man whlsH) who acknowledged the true work ol delegates to the republican national suffer the tortures of an
the bit of woods back of his villa and
aching back,
the problems we have discussalong the beach, and that anyone run- tie down on the beach. In tho other the army mule, writes MaJ. Thomai convention at Chicago. The conven- the annoyance of urinary disorders, study
ed. The thing to do for him Is to
ning afoul of them must take the con- direction she could hear the commo- - 1 Dickinson.
tion twill moot tomorrow at PItts-burg- . the dangers of serious kidney ills show him how to store up every drop
dore
Meohanlcal transportation will prob
sequences.
cursing his coachman and man- The outcome will be watched when relief Is so near at hand and of moisture to grow crops and proShe had left the young abIy never wholly take the place oi
The commodore did not know his
with
man
because of the actlw the most positive proof given that duce money. We can do that in short
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ONE STOOL

Astonishing Range of Root

Proper 8yttem of Summer Fallowlnoj
of Rotation of Crops, Together With
Thorough Plowing Conserves
Much Moisture.
(By ED. H. WATSON. Director of Dry
ofi
Farming Experiments (or Stat
Wyoming.)

Tbe accompanying illustration represents a single stool of Turkey Red
Winter Wheat secured near Burns,
Wyo., under the direction of the Wyoming dry farm board. A trench eight
feet long, four feet wide and eight feet
f
feet
deep was dug one and
from the plant.
By means of a fine
pray of water from a force pump the
soil was washed away from th wheat
roots, which as far as possible were
preserved. There wer6 more than 60
of them in number, and tbey all
penetrated
one-hal-

the
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Each single root

was provided with

an enormous system of rootlet
ranging from one
to six inches in
length, with a general average of
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OF WHEAT

about

three

inches, and spaced
along the main
root about
of an Inch
apart It would be
a conservative estimate to say thnt
the total length of
all the laterals of
any one root was
at least ten times
the length of the
root itself. It thus
becomes a simple'
process of calculation to ascertain
that the combined
Single Stool of
length of the root
system of such a
Turkey Red
Wheat.
plant approaches
a mile a fact not so remarkable, when
It Is considered that a single stool of
wheat may produce more than 60
heads, which neoassarlly require a
great many feeders to keep up the
food supply.
The plant was taken from land
which during the past three years has
grown potatoes and other cultivated
crops. The object lesson It teaches
ts very plain. A proper system of
summer fallowing or of rotation of
crops together with thorough plmving
and careful maintenance of the surface mulch, will permit the moisture
that falls during normal years to be
stored to a considerable depth in the
soil. If the moisture is thus present
the wheat roots hare the power to
forage "into the deep" in search of it.
This fact enables the dry farmer to
mature his crop of grain with little or
no rainfall during the growing season.
one-four- th

SAVING

MOISTURE

IN

SPRING

Harrow Should Be Started Just as
Soon as Frost Is Out of Ground
Light Mulch Found Good.
Harrowing will often save wheat
that is in danger of destruction by
high winds In the spring.
Many
fields that get a good growth in the
fall and come through the winter in
excellent condition are lost by drying up in the spring winds for want
of proper treatment Start the harrow as toon as the ground is dried
after the frost has gone out of the
surface soil, says a writer in an exchange Harrowing forms an earth
mulch that holds the moisture, fills
the cracks and keeps the dry air
from getting at the roots and usually
It makes the young plants stool more.
It is a good plan, under average conditions, to keep the harrow running
until the wheat Is four to six Inches
high.

However, harrowing sometimes is
the worst thing that can be done for
I saw a settler using his
a field.
harrow when It was pulling at least
half the plants clear out of the
ground. He could not have been giving the field worse treatment. It was
loose and mellow as an ash heap.
What it needed was
packing. Under such conditions the pack-e- r
will often put a field In condition
for high yields.
It it a good plan, in sections where
wheat is likely to be blown out of
damaged by spring winds, to mulch
the field lightly with either straw or
manure, when the ground Is frozen,
along tbout midwinter. In addition
to making a moisture holding mulch
the straw and manure becomes somewhat Imbedded In the soil, helping to
lessen the effect of the winds. Where
straw or manure has been scattered
over the wheat field In winter it will
be advantageous to use the subsurface packer early in the spring. The
packer will anchor the coarse material so that it will not blow and thus
will hold the wheat and the soil.
Later la the spring the packed field
may be harrowed to advantage.
Separate the Flocks.
Impure air, as well as dampness,
are a danger to any flock. Separate
the flocks In bunches of 26 or 60, and
feed them separately, and they will
make ranch bettor gains.
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electing, delegates to the state convention to be held on' the 8th day of
March. 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
vote or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and One delegate at large from
each county In addition upon which
JAYHAWKER GLEE CLUB MAY BE basis the representation In the state
convention of the republican party of
INDUCED TO STOP HERE ON
the state of New Mexico to be held
RETURN TRIP
on March 8, 1912. from the severe,
of the state shafl be as to)According to the itinerary the Kan counties
,0WBsas University glee club is scheduled
19
to pass through Las Vegaa in a few Pernallllo
7
weeks on its return from a tour of Chaves
17
Colfax
the Pacific coast on the Santa Fe i
4
Curry
reading room circuit Many of the Dona Ana
14
lovers of good music are asking why
5
someone in authority doesn't get busy Eddy
11
Grant
and persuade the Kan sans to stop in
11
Las Vegas and give a concert. At Guadalupe
8
Lincoln
the present time the Jayhawkers are Luna
4
en route to Los Angeles and San
McKinley
Francisco and, after a tour of Califor- Mora
15
eastwill
make their way
nia, they
6
Otero
ward. They will stop at the Grand
6
Quay
20
Canyon, coming east over the main Rio Arriba
line of the Santa Fe.
4
Roosevelt
Monday night the glee club save a Sandoval
.s
5
concert in Albuquerque, and, accord- San Juan
orthe
Duke
the
30
to
critics,
City
ing
San Miguel
18
ganization put on the classiest show Santa Fe
6
of its kind ever staged there. There Sierra
23
has been much talk in Las Vegas dur- Socorro
I4
ing the last month about the Kansas Taos
10
glee c'ub coming to Las Vegas but Torrance
14
apparently for lack of interest or per- Union
to Valencia
19
haps Fome other reason known
those in au thority the schedule of the
305
Total
Kansans did not include Las Ve?as.
All notices of contest shall be subHowever, there is one more chanc"
tor Las Vegas to eee the club this mitted In writing, setting forth the
year and it is hoped that those in grounds of contest, which must be
charge of staging the Santa Fe read- filed with the secretary of the state
ing room concerts will grasp the op- central committee at least three days
portunity and persuade the Kansas before the meeting of the state con
'
glee club to stop here while en route vention.
All
conventions must be held
county
coast.
from the Pacific
not later than the 4th day of March,
for 1912.
Call for Republican Convention
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
the State of New Mexlcv
Chairman.
"Pursuant to the requirements of HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.
the call made by the republican national committee on December 12,
1911, for a republican national conHelping the "Lumberjacks."
vention to be held in the city of ChiTuesday marked the beginning ot
cago in the state of Illinois, at 12 new order of things In the dally life
o'clock non on Tuesday, June 18, of the Maine woodsman In the great
1912, for the purpose of nominating northern lumber regions. At 2 o'clock
on the afternoon of that day the new
candidates for president and
association
to be voted for at the presi- lumbermen's Christian
wide Its
Greenville
at
opened
building
dential election on Tuesday, Novem- doors to the 12,000 men annually enber, 5, 1912, and for the transaction tering and leaving the northern forif such other business as may come ests. On the third floor of this buildre, it the republican central eom-- ing is a hospital, with expert attendt the state of New Mexico as- ants in constant charge, and through
Santa Fe on this 25th day their ministration many an injured
semble
will be saved from death
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the lumberman
or inexperienced
careless
through
holding of a convention of the re
That Is the principal mishandling.
publican party of the state of New sion ot the organization, and besides
Mexico, to be held in the city of Santa the hospital work in the building itself
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock men will be sent out among the lumon Friday, the eighth day of March, ber camps to teach the great advantages of skilful first aid. Lewiston
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of selectJearnaL
alterand
eight
ing eight delegates
nates to represent the republican par"Nervy" Woman.
A prominent citizen says the "nerve state of New Mexico in thf
ty p
said national convention called to be iest" woman he ever saw was one
Instead of boarding the car
hied at Chicago on the 18tb day of who,
inquired for the conductor.
promptly,
June, 1912.
The conductor was inside the car colThe republican central, committees lecting fares, but hurried to the rear
of the various counties of the state platform.
"I beg your pardon," began the
are by this committee requested and
"but is that car coming yonwoman,
holddirected to issue a call for the
der as crowded as this one?"
of
re
the
convention
a
of
county
ing
"I can't tell from here," returned
publican party in the respective coun- the conductor, almost savagely, as he
ties upon such notice and date as the) gave the signal for the car to promay deem expedient for the purpose of ceed. Indianapolis News.
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CHINA

Washington, Feb. 28. The house
committee on foreign affairs today
ir
rably reported the Sulzer resolution, which, in effect, would recognize the new republic of China. It
rongratulatea the Chinese people "on
their assumption of the ipowers, duties
and responsibilities of self govern- -

'

n,ent"

--

;.'il31

COUNT HAD OTHER PROSPECTS
Financial

Smash-U-

Father-ln-La-

of Prospective
Did Not Cause

Hl:n to Worry.
Col. Alexander 8. Bacon, president
Df the Men's
Equal Suffrage League
of Brooklyn, said the other day to

a reporter:

"Yes, it's true that you won't find
many American peeresses enrolled
under the suffrage banner. The girl
who lets a foreigner marry her for
money is, anyways, a rather poor
specimen."
Colonel Bacon frowned.
"There's a New York man," he said,
"whose daughter, during a winter In
Nice, got engaged to a certain Count
Beau de Beaumont The New York
man was rich at that time, but a few
weeks before the date set for the wedding he went to smash.
"'My dear Count Beau de Beaumont,' he groaned that night, Tm
very sorry for you. You are to marry
my daughter you were to have had
,635,000 a year but the crash
has
come. I'm ruined now. How sorry I
am, count!'
"But Count Beau de Beaumont gav
the New York man a reassuring slan

OF

A

FEBRUARY

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION.

PRESIDENT

Peter R. Taft Gained Wide Prominence In Hie County by Hla
of Duties of Surveyor.
Die-char-

Among the early settlers of Towns-henVermont, was a family by the
name of Taft. They came from
Mass., in the winter of 1798.
Their household goods, writes Hamilton Child in the "History of Windham
County, Vermont?' were loaded upon
a sled drawn by oxen.
Peter R. Taft, fourteen years of age,
accompanied the family. ,He came all
the way on foot, and drove the cow.

In the winter, like other farmers'
boys, he did chores, helped prepare
wood for the fire at home, and went
to the district school.
During the
other months he helped his father on
the farm. His education, however,
was under the oversight of his father,
who was a college graduate.
Fondness for mathematics resulted
In his becoming a land surveyor, and
in a few years he received the appointment of county surveyor. The
accuracy of his work In establishing
disputed lines brought him Into pub.
11c notice, and
by the time he was of
age he was well known in every part
of the county.
The duties of his office made necessary a long attendance on his part at
the terms of the county court. On
such occasions he was a willing as
well as an attentive listener, and so
gained a knowledge of many legal
principles, which led to his receiving
the appointment of trial Justice.
From his first experience the public bad great confidence in his fairness; and in his capacity as a magistrate, his decisions were received
with approval. He devoted his spare
moments to reading, and became a
man of wide knowledge, whose foresight and executive talents were appreciated by those who came in contact with him. His grandson now
lives in Washington. Youth's
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if brings delight

you worry about me,
air,' he said, with an easy laugh,
"With a title like mine, you know, 1
can find another heiress tomorrow."

HeCix so."

At Fort Monroe some time ago (thii
is an old story), where one of the ve

sols of
awaiting
officers
jaboard.

the navy was temporarily
orders, a delegation of army
stationed at the fort came
There is a set naval regulation that nothing can be so on board
ship until the commanding officer or
ders it While the army party were
looking over the Bhip, twelve o'clock
arrived. A junior officer approached
the captain and said, with a salute:
It is twelve o'clock, sir." "Make 11
so," responded the captain, and eight
bells were struck. The army offlceri
suspected that the navy men wanted
them to ask some questions and get
sold, or that this was a bit ot foolery
cot up to joke the land warriors. Soma
time after, a party of the army officers invited the officers of the war-Shito dine with them. The dlnnei
was progressing when a lieutenant
entered and, saluting the senior officer present, said, gravely: "Colonel,
the major's blind horse is dead."
"Make it so," responded the colonel
with the greatest gravity, and the din
ner proceeded. Nothing was said ai
the time, but the navy officers tell th
story.
p

when the biscuits
have been made with

Dr Prices
CREAM

Baking Powder
A

pure,Cream of Tartar
Baking Powder
Made from Grapes

COUNTY
r.cPMAN-MlLLE-

iess

A convention of the republicans of
San Miguel county, state of New
Mexico, is hereby called to be held
the fourth day of March, 1912, in order to select 30 delegates to the republican state convention, to be held in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for
the purpose of selecting eight delegates and eight alternates to repr-the republican party ot the stale
of New Mexico Jn the National republican convention to be held in the city
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of nominating candi
dates for president and vice president
to be voted for at the presidential
election on Tuesday, November 5,
1912, and for the transaction of such
other business as may property come
before it
The various precincts of San Mi
guel county are entitled to the following number of delegates from theti
respective precincts:
Precinct
delegates
2
No. 1 San Miguel
4
No 2 La Cuesta
4
No. 3 Las Vegas, south
4
No. 4 Tecolote
7
No. 5 Las Vegas, North
9
No. 6 Las Vegas, Central
2
No. 7 San Antonio
'I
No. 8 Las Vegas, upper
3
No. 9 Pecos
2
10
No.
Chaperito
1.1
No. 11 San Geronimo

CHILD

Ralsea All That la
in Young and Affects
Whole Life.

Constant Scolding
Unlovable

28, 1912.

Harsh language toward children, constant chiding and scolding, blows and
taunting words do not presage a life
of refinement of thought and action
for the children so brought up. Con-itanagging and reprimanding do
not improve the tempers of the little
folk nor do they make them more
considerate or faithful to their duties.
On the contrary, just this course
raises all that is unlovely and un
lovable in the child and gives its character a trend that places it in a false
position throughout the after years.
There are people born with irritable
dispositions and none of them are
ever improved by being kept in con-itaturmoil or by being allowed to
have free reign in displaying them.
Most children are amenable to
and wonderfully responsive to
kindness. Therefore, childhood should
be the time for training the child to
put forth the "best that is in it and to
repress its bad points until they are
choked out, says an exchange. But no
Bhild can be Improved under a regime
of scolding, blows and rancorous bickering on the part of Its elders, or the
constant repetition of an attitude of
aostility between those same elders.
The children of the home have sooner or later to take their places in the
world and the character of those
places is determined by the training
their earliest
given them through
years. If love and sweetliess of disposition are generated in their natures; if a fine sense of justice and a
realization of the rights of others are
riven them as the underlying principles of life, they will reflect just these
when they go out into the world and
typify to that world exactly the type
at home in which they grow up.
nt

n

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
Nc.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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FLOUR

the answer to
everv 3akirf Problem.
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More Umforrry
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by

famous GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS' SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACI-

-

Gross. Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

$1,050
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FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
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2
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Rowe

Rociada
Sapello
Las Manuelitas

2
2

Union

San Patricio
Mishawaka
McKinley
San

't
2

Juan

Casa Colore
Sabinoso

3

San Jose
La iJendre

4

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

2

Las Vegas Automobile

s

2
2
2
2

Pena Blanca
Los Alamos
San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
2
Canyon de Menuelltas
2
Puertecito
El Pueblo
Los Viliges
2
San Isidro
3
Las Gallinas
2
Penasco Blanco
2
El Cerrito
2
Los Torres
2
No. 39 Tecolotlto
No. 40 Bernal
No. 41 Canyon Largo
2
No. 42 Romeroville
No. 43 Los Fuertes
2
No. 44 Ojitos Frios
2
45
No.
Cherryvale
2
No. 46 Emplazado . . .'
2
No. 47 Hot Springs
4
No. 48 Trementlna
2
No. 49 Agua Zarca
2
No. 50 Guadalupe
2
No. 51 San Ignacio
2
No 52 Las Colonias
2
No. 53 Encinosa
unnot
be
will
recognized
IToxies
less held by residents ,of the sann
precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen. The various precincts will hold thew primaries as
soon as convenient but not later
that the second day of March, 1912.
The secretaries of the various primaries are requested to notify the
chairman of this committee of the
date of their meeting and the names
of the delegates chosen, immediately
after holding their primaries.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
N'o. 38
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Shop

Want
habits one should want to break and
bad
habits are bad to keep.
all
Some

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may .find, and then
follows up the "lead," will siicel
get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the oiie habit that
will help people to get what tMey want when
they want iL
Telephone your Want Ads.

Pbone D)ain

ROMERO,

Chairman.
Crickets In Winter.
O. BLOOD,
F.
a
of
the
how
curious
chirp
it
Secretary.
cricket affects listeners. To some persons it is irritating and exasperating;
to some it Is cheery and suggestive of
good fellowship.
Of this latter class Is a friend of the
Office Window, a resident of the upper
West side, who has two rollicking
crickets as his guests for the winder
season. Welcome guests they are, too,
for their host avers that they have
come to know him, and that the sound
of his footstep when he comes home
CHILDREN'S SHOES, SIZES 5 TO 2
at nightfall Is regularly the signal for
a vibrant, Joyous greeting from his
PER PAIR
lolly
It Is easy to believe that these
crickets recognize their host. There
Is something companionable in insects
MEN'S SHOES, SIZES
of that speeles. That quality was appreciated by the man who wrote: "The
Kettle began it fall Ave minutes by
Dutch clock in the
the little
Ladie's Tailored Suits Just
corner before the cricket uttered a
chirp."
Recived by Express.

2
'

tn

SHOES and RUBBERS
LADIE S SHOES, SIZES

PER

Red Wins and Eggs.

The Duchess Hohenberg of Vienna
reported to have proyed the value
of red wine as an aid to the production of hens' eggs. The duchess is
said to have been advised to try wine
on her poultry by Prof. Joubert of
Fontalnebfeau. Selecting a flock of
one dozen healthy hens the duchess fed
six of them on wine soaked food, at
the rate of one glass each a day. The
other six had their same ration soaked with water. Within four months
hens had laid 148 more
the wine-feeggs than those drinking only water.
hens are said to
Eggs of the wine-fe- d
be much larger and of a finer quality.
The cheapest grade of led wine was
used.
Is

The Perfection of Tailor craft

TO FIT

is Conbined with the best quality of materials to be obtained
up to this nobby line of suits.

EVERYBODY

From $17.50 to $40.00

'The

From Size 4 Child's
To Size 10 Men's

PAIR

New Arrivals in Tasty Silk

Dresses.
We Invite an Inspection of
These Dresses Which Really
should have been marked from
$20 to $25, the styles are particularly attractive. Our price
Is $13 30 to $17.50

Store of Quality

d

E.LasVegas

TO 8

5 TO 10 $2.50 TO $6.00

RUBBERS

THE PRICES RANGE

1- -2

$2.50 to $6.50

75c to $3. 00

wax-face- d

1
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The

Prescriptionist

NEAR

PERSONA LS
A. G.

The man who does the
weighing, the measnring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Oar responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Ever;
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Mnin

;

FANCY LACE

COLLARS
and'

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN

Green of Albuquerque was in
Lm Vegas yesterday on business.
O. A. Cogan of Santa Fe came in
yesterday from the Capital City on
buuBinees.'
Attorney George H. Hunker left this
afternoon on stub train No. 1 for San
fa Fe on business.
J. A. Canb. who has been In Las
Vegas several months, has returned
to his ranch near Luoia.
B. Romero, of the Romero
Drug
company, returned yesterday from a
short business trip to Santa Fe.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe
on a short trip to transact legal busi
ness.
l ewis Kistler, one of the
linotype
operators of The Optic, left yesterday-afternooon a two weeks' trip to El
Paso.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of
the San Miguel National bank, went
to Springer yesterday afternoon on a
business trip.
A. Men net left yesterday afternoon
on a trip to northern New Mexico in
the Interests of the Charlee Ilfeld
company.
Mrs. James O'Brien arrived this af
ternoon from her home in Caledonia,
Miss., for a visit in Las Vegas with
ber daughter, Mrs. David J. Leahy.
M. J. Drary, Santa Fe mechanical
superintendent, who has been In Las
Vegas several days on business, left
yesterday afternoon on stub train No.
1
for Albuquerque.
Bert Hursh of Wichita Falls, arriv
ed yesterday afternoon on stub train
No. 1 and will make Las Vegas an
extended visit Mr. Hursh is a nephew of Mrs. E. J. Scott and Mrs. C.
M. Richmond. Mr. Hursh was on the
C. and S. train stalled in the snow
ten miles south of Texline, Tex., to
which the two C. and S. firemen,
sandwiches and coffee, rode
horseback from that place. Up to the
arrival of the two rescuers those on
the .train lived on eggs found on the
baggage car. The firemen were on
the road 40 hours and were complete
ly exhausted when
they arrived at
the train. Mr. Hursh suffered no HI
effects from1, his experience.
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MUST LEARN NEW LANGUAGE

Muffles

A New Way of L
ales
Editoro)
By Mrs. Janet McKen.
the Boston Cooking School
The value of dates as a food is ltaralr
TRey are wholesome,
appreciated.
nutritious, and when used in K C Date
Muffins, makt a recipe that is appreciated by the entire iamily.

WHO ELECTRIFIED SOUTHWESTERN
FANS LAST YEAR
GO TO FASTER COMPANY

MEN

Several of the classy baseball players who were with southwestern baseball clubs last season and were seen
upon the Amusement park field will
go to other climes this season and
electrify other fans by their perform
ances. Caldwell, who played second
base for Raton during the latter halt
of last season and undoubtedly showed himself to be the fastest second
sacker and one of the best hitters
ever seen here, will play in Superior,
Neb.

Bradbury, the Raton catcher, who
never showed much class here but
seems to have made a reputation u
Trinidad, will manage a club in the
Kansas State league. Johnny Green
of the Trinidad club will manage the
"Blnger" Wicks
Cheyenne Indians.
of the locals has had several offers
to play in league ball but is said to
be casting longing eyes toward Las
Vegas. The fans can be counted upon to return the googoo glint, because the Binger surely made good
here. Fisher, Lockhart and L. Smith
will play wtih the Topeka Western
league club and "Brother" Smith will
have a try out with the New York

Muffles
cup sugar;
cup t Iter;
mil'. ; 2 cut's jlour: 3 level
legg; H cup A'
C Biking J'onder;
teaspoonfuls
teaspoon jut salt; scant ft pound dates.
Cream the butter, arid the snpnr and
the egg, beaten lig'it. Sift together
three times, the flour, baking powder
and salt; add these to the tir.-- t mixture,
alternately with the milt; bert
thoroughly and add the date, stoned
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
slow oven until the muffins double in
bulk, then increase heat to bake ami
brown quickly. Muffins baked this way
will be light, appetizing and more
easilv digested.
This is only one of the many appetizing recipes found in the K C Cook's
Book.
The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
substantially bound and printed in nine
colors, contains ninety tested and easily-mad- e
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie
Hill, ot the world famous Boston Cooking Schml Magazine.
You can secure a copy FREE by sending the colored certificate packed in
cans of K C Baking Powder to the
JAQUES MFC Co., Chicago.
Be sure to write name and address
30
plainly.
E C Dal

One-thir-
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A MONTH HAS PASSED
A whole month of the new year ha
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son oi
daughter? If not, you have still 11
months in which to save. The First
National Bank offers an admirable op
portunity for accumulating savings
Your account solicited.

Amusing

ple

of English PeoThemselves UnderThis Country.

Difficulties

In Making
stood In

In his recent book, "Memories of a
Labor Leader," Mr. John Wilson, M.
P., gives an amusing instance of the
confusion which arises from the differences between the names of articles
of home use In England and their
names In America.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson formerly lived
in America They had as a neighbor.
In a Pennsylvania mining town, an
old lady who had left Tyneside some
years prior to their acquaintance with
her. She gave them an account of
her first attempt to make herself understood at the general store. She
described to them the many misunderstandings which arose between her
and the storeman until she came to
the last article, which was treacle.
She had never changed her dialect,
but spoke the pure Wallsend, with the
burr untouched,
"Aa want some treacle," she demanded. In unadulterated Northumbrian.
"1 dont understand what you mean,
ma'am."
That in there," she said, pointing
to a hogshead,
"That is molasses."
"That's what A a want Gl' me a
pund of It."
"We don't sell It by weight, ma'am;
we sell It by measure."
The old lady gasped In utter amassment.
"De ye p ean to say," she faltered,
"that we sell treacle by the yard In
this country?" Youth's Companion.

March The Month of The

BLOODSTONE
We Have a Large Assortment of
BLOODSTONES,

MOUNTED IN

RINGS,

CUFF LINKS, OR SCARF PINS,

That Would Make an Acceptable Birthday Remembrance.

ROBERT J. TAXPERT,
OPTICIAN.

JEWELER
Las Vega.s,

N. M.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN
WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMIGK
Full Line of

Don't know how to coun
Squilabob
the glrlT Well, my boy, you Just tell
her that you know she despises "Jol-

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES

VEHICLES
HARNESS

SEEDS

lying" and is the one woman in the
world who can't be flattered.
Alfor
the
"Rube"
Weeks,
pitcher
BELTS,
Squllligan WellT
Padilla's
Dan
and
buquerque Grays
"That sort of guff will flatter her!"
best bet, signed with Pueblo last sumHANDBAGS,
mer. It is not known if he was sold
with ithe franchise to the Wichita
SHIRTWAIST SETS,
club. If the sale was made, however,
the Rube wille be given a chance to
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
Surplus
Capital Paid in
show what he can do. "Polly" Barr,
Is
$50,000.00
the Maroons' star box man,
$100,000.00
on the Santa Fe and is a
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
frequent visitor to Las Vegas and the
Very much talked but very little in
I A si at 9j
Hoffman & Graubarth.
moving pioture shows. Nelson, who evidence except in case of high prices.
fast Yet in
used ,to receive the pitchers'
spite of the fact we have sucslants and let loose a strong flow of ceeded in getting an excellent line of
HOSKINS, Cainler,
PHONE MAIN 101
J. n. CUNNINGHAM. President
PRANK SPRINGER,
denaturized adjectives, is in Needles, all leather shoes for boys that is
Calif., working for Fred Harvey. He great in value for a little money.
Always Something New.
can be induced to take his hands out Prices 9 to 13, S1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25;
to help Las 2 to
$1.60. For misses and chilJohn Rogers left this afternoon on of the dough long enough
win anothier pennant next dren at same prices.
Vegas
train No. JO for Raton. Mr. Rogers
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
summer.
HBDGCOCK'S.
A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET. was recently appointed court stenoWet and chilled feet usually affect grapher for the Eighth judicial disIT IS NOT STRANGE
the mucous membrane of the noae, trict. Court in the
Gate City will be
It Is not strange that so many peo
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronHOW'S THIS J
chitis or pneumonia may lesult. in session tomorrow and Friday and pie eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reparticularly the in Union county Monday and Tues- restaurant on Center street. . The bill
Watch carefully,
ward for any case of Catarrh that
children, and for the racking stub- day. Mr. Rogers will return to Las
of fare Is generous and the price is cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
born coughs give Foley's Honey and
It soothes the in- Vegas after these sessions about the cheap, 25 cents for regular meals Cure.
Tar Compound.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
flamed membranes, and heals the middle of next week, and will make Many people wonder how It Is posthe undersigned, have known
cough quickly. Take no substitute. plans to move to Raton permanently. sible to serve such e cellent meals so F. We,
Capital Stock,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
all
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believe
perfectly
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Interest
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Take
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head. But two bottles of Foley Kid- Lincoln Wirt, to be given Tuesday
ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer night of next week, will open to
and Red Cross Drug Co.
TRUE FRIEND
Santa Fe employes Saturday noon.
He Knew What Food Alone Would Do
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
The concert of the Southern Ladies
Avoid taking loold if your kidneys
is recommended as highly
"Three years ago my brother was
are sensitive, fold congests the kid- company
is thought that
suddenly attacked with acute stomneys, throws mo much much work entertaining and it
ach trouble that ultimately reduced
upon them. aj weakens their action the demand for seats will be large.
him to a mere skeleton. He consulted
Serious kjjfiey trouble and even
three physicians and two specialists
disease mkv; result StrengthSPRING IS COMING
but they gave him no relief.
en your kidneys, geiSrid of the pain
and soreness, build t&em up by the
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has re"Eating ordinary food, even the
smallest quantity, meant for him tertimelj' use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
of
an
advance
ceived
showing
spring
Tonic In action, quick in results. O
rible pain which kept up until he had
styles in millinery. The designs are
3. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
vomited almost all of the food up
for $1.
ifa cents or two and nne-habeautiful and modish. Now is the
again.
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"He tried many prepared foods but
time to have your hats remodeled for
not one of them seemed to help, and
GREAT WHITE WAY
spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to
his
he said they even aggravated
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business you
your place
ily at her store on Sixth street.
to try Grape-Nut- s
he bluntly refused.
This friend being persistent went out
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and bought a package of Grape-Nuts- ,
THE BEST DINNER
a your city, tor an electric sign Is thf
prepared a small amount of it and acIs not complete unless you serve
modern great white way of advertls
s
Grape-Nuttually urged him until he ate It with
be
as a finishing toucn some of Potter's
tng. Keps your name constantly
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
some cream. The results were pelas-ant- ;
fore the eyes of the purchasing pub ice cream. In our factory only the
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and cream the
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
business. Ask for Potter's. Made in
following week and nothing else and
Hu believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
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his
regainentirely
good
only
sideboard. Your telephone order will
ed, but his weight also and today he
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can cure until that
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money
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world,
receipts
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TELL FUNNY STORY i or water ussisss iiiliin
X water must be held la
PROPER

METHOD IS REVEALED
Y THEOPHILUS SMIFF.

Take Joke by the Hand and Lead It
About Until Thoroughly Acquainted, Than Assume Air of Undertaker and 8prlng It
Bver alnce Cain slaw Abel for call
InC one of bis pet Jokes a "chestnut,"
the world hus been taking lessons In
the art of being funny. The dealre
to be funny lurks in every human
breast There have been men who
have lived it down, and these have Invariably become great statesmen.
The Morning Telegraph has called
upon Theopbilus Smiff. the great expert and scientist, who is said to
have been the first man who ever
made a theater box office man smile,
but he kept his secret well and became famous. Prof. Smiff said:
"Humor la anything that la funny.
It la in everything and in everybody.
Extracted humor la followed by laugh,
ter, for it la by striking the responsive
humor chord In the human breast
that we get our only true effects.
"Therefore, no matter how good the
Joke, unless It be told In a manner to
trike that cord, it falls of ita own
dead weight and furnishes us with one
of the saddest eights in life.
"Select from any well known Joke
book a story. It should not be too
new, as It Is likely not to go so well
as an old reliable Joke that has been
through several campaigns. Then cut
from it all unnecessary adjectives, descriptions and apologies.
"Never apologize for a Joke.
"Take your Joke by the hand, and
after having led it about until you
know all of its family history, assume
the air of a funeral director telling
the relatives from which side of the
casket they are to view the late lamented, and then give utterance to
your Jape.
"The best way Is to get the point of
the story well in mind and then put It
away entirely until you need It Nothing so lntereferes with the success of
& Joke as to hare the point hanging
around In plain eight before the story
Is. well started.
"Remember above all things that the
face should be solemn, and the voice
low and well modulated, with Just a
suspicion of sadness In It
"Learn to pause at the right place,
and if you are in doubt at all, the beat
place to pause is Just before you start
"This has been known to save a
man many friends that he otherwise
might have lost" New York Morning
Telegraph.

high-grad-

low-grad-

'

Wonderful Curiosity.
On the banks of the Wllllamette
river, a short distance above Portland,
Ore., stands one of the most remarkable rocks In the world. It Is known
as the Balancing rock. Rising from
a broad base Is a small column, roughly round In shape. Just above this Is a
huge mass of rock, bearing a tree on
the summit, the total height of rock
and column being about 100 feet
a great deal larger and hear-- !
fer than the pillar on which it stands,
the big rock in very accurately bal- anced. For how many centuries this
odd freak has stood not even the
wisest scientists are able to determine,
but it has evidently been there for a
very long period. The entire rock is
of a volcanic nature, end the most
singular thing about It is the fact that
the knob and pillar are entirely disjointed from one another. Wind and
weather, no doubt, are slowly wearing the Balancing rock away, but the
process is so Imperceptible that falling some unforseen catastrophe, the
monument will probably endure for
many centuries.

Every crop
the eotl If a
crop Is to be grown. This la beet
dan by plowing deep and then breaking all Jump with the cultivator.
Where lump are left In the top soU.
the wind quickly dries them and
draws the moisture out of the soil.
But when the soil is Plowed deep and
the surface, tightly packed, all moisture that falls Is retained for an incredible length of time, and feeds the
root of the wheat during the summer months when no rain falls
The giant seeders plant only half
a bushel of wheat to the acre, which
Is sufficient for the needs of the "low
grade farmer." Under such conditions
a yield of ten bushels of wheat to the
acre means a good profit to the Indl-- ;
vidua! who farms by wholesale. Such
a yield would spell poverty for the
small farmer with a hundred or two
acree but there Is where the differe
ence between
farming and
e
farming comes In, Juat as
In mining.
,
The farmers who have begun Wit
task of "whipping the desert" are
alive to all the scientific aids that
have been developed in recent years.
They have studied the various dry
farming theories from Campbell's
down, but are generally following the
Kelly is a plain,
"Kelly system.
farmer who has lived for
years on the high plains of eastern
his
Colorado, and who has followed
own unique method of crop raising
with such good results that he la now
wealthy. Kelly plows deep the first
year, but afterward pays little atten
tion to the cultivation of the soil. Instead of fighting the weeds and Russian thistles, he uses them as an aid.
He plants his wheat among them, because the weeds act as a protection
to the seeds, when the hot dry
winds of early spring and late fall are

j

hard-hande- d

blowing.
The question of acclimatized seed
is also one to consider in reclaiming
the desert, either by wholesale or
retail means. About twenty years
ago Robert Gauss of Denver began a
series of experiments, in the belief
wheat could
that a drought-resistin- g
be developed.
He conducted an experimental farm on the high plains
east of Denver, each year planting
selected seed from the crop of the
In this way
he
preceding year.
In the
worked noticeable changes
form of wheat and his theory promised such excellent returns that now
it is being carried on by the department of agriculture, as well as by
various state agricultural colleges In
the west and the Carnegie Desert
laboratory at Tucson, Arts.

With grains adapted to the peculiar soil and climatic conditions of
the semi-ariregion, and with giant
traction machinery plowing and cultivating the gracing grounds of the
buffalo, the conquest of the prairie
would seem to be in sight, and the
hardest of American agricultural
problems would appear to be solved.
d

LIVE 8T0CK NOTES.

Teach the colt to draw loads by de
erees.

Gentleness pays best with the colt
horse.
A draft horse should have a large
chest and square shoulders.
There Is no better place to fit a colt
for market than on the farm.
A horse that is trained without
blinds Is usually the safer horse.
Old ewes and poor breeders should
be fattened now, and sent to the
butcher.
Great care should be used in watering the horses. A little and often Is
the best way.
Pork production appeals strongly to
a man of limited means who desires
quick returns.
Sheep return to the soil 80 per cent
of fertility of food eaten. Sheep manure Is valuable.
Whole grain makes best feed for
sheep. Cleanliness, pure water and
salt are a necessity.
or

PRACTICE OF DEEP PLOWING
It Is Necessary for Water
tlon

Coneerva-- .

Farmere Alive to Scientific
Aids Just Oeveloped.

The Junior

Partner Jlmmle, tele
that I'm going to bring

phone my wife
my partner home to dinner.
Jlmmle Beg pardon, air, but Mr.
Wiggins won't be back until next

In the new farming, deep plowing Is week
The Junior Partner I know, but I
practiced. The heavy traction plows
bite deeper than the ordinary
feel like I could enjoy a good square
Deep plowing Is a necessity meal today.
plow-shar-

e.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to tOOS lbs Bash Delivery
2M Ik, to 1,00 Ibsw East, Delivery
90 lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Leas Than 50 tbe Each Delivery
1,000 Ike.

HARNESS NICK DEMPSEY
GOT WAS OF LEATHER.

WUroCf
nun iv

rrrrt
rtcu

Dl AUTC

it

ilpirio

Ms per 18t lbs.

ts per 10S lb.
30c per 1BS lbs.
40e per IBS lbs.
Ste per 10B Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veg-aKhuious Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
s
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Principally in Soil Turned With
the Plow.

Thereby Hangs a Good Story of the
West How the Weather Helped
Where Deep Plowing Is Practiced
8am Muldrow to Win Almost
Ground le In Condition to Hold
Hopeless Bet
More Moisture
Than That
"Nick Dempeey waa ror a certainty
the most talented teamster that ever
swung the ribbons over a 'pair of
horses," said the cab driver who had
come In out of the west to take a
position on the box of a metropolitan
"He always had the best
team that he could combine, and the
care he took of them was a lesson to
the S. P. C. A. And his harness!
Well, Nick laid himself out on them
and they looked like circus fixin's.
But pride goeth before a fall and Nick
got his, blmeby. Somebody told him
that buckskin made the finest harness
In the world, and he didn't rest till
he got a set of buckskin harness. He
made it himself, to be sure It was Just
right and it was about the gayest
thing that ever got up to the foothills,
not excepting Sadie McGlnnlss' wedding togs, and they was some.
"Nick hadn't more than got his new
harness tried out till Sam Muldrow,
that drove a mule team, challenged
him for a trip to the railroad and back,
thirty miles each way, and no turnpike, neither. Nick fairly snorted at
bill
Sam, but Sam shook a
under his snorter and told him that
was what was what, and Sam took It
at a gulp, he was that willing. We
got all our goods by team and they
was going back and forth every two
or three times a week, but nobody
ever thought of making a speed record
till Sam put It up to Nick and his new
harness.
"They got away all right and the
whole road was out to see them as
they trekked along. It was the biggest thing we'd ever pulled off and
betting was frequent all around, odds
on Nick about forty-seve- n
to one.
People said Sam was a fool, but he
said he was trusting to Providence
and the weather. It did look like rain,
and mules is hard to beat In the mud,
but It waa a mighty long shot for Sam
and the few backers he had. They
pulled in at the railroad about even
and going easy, both of them taking
care of their critters for the haul
home next day with a load.
"They was to leave next morning
at seven, and no Jockeying on the
start. That night it rained, cleared
off and turned colder, Just right for
traveling. There wasn't anything at
the railroad but a station agent's
house and a shed alongside of the
house, and the ehed wasn't any shelter to brag on. When Sam got to It
at about six next morning he found
Nick there cussing forty ways for the
Sabbath and repeat. He was slamming that fancy buckskin harness all
over the ground and swearing every
time it hit, and every time it hit 11
made a noise like cracking a chicken
r.

fifty-doll-

coop.

"The rain during the

night

had

blowed in on It, and when it dried it
was harder than a board and wouldn't
fit a hoss any more than an iron cage
would. Prompt at seven Sam pulled
out for home, leaving Nick in the shed

still cussing and banging his harness.
Nick got back that night about four
hours after Sam bad gone to bed, and
the strings and ropes and wires and
pieces of galluses and strips of bootlegs and sections of buckskin that
made up his harness was a sight t c
see. And Sam Muldrow was a gentle
man. He let Nick keep $35 of the
bet to buy new harneoc with, and
Nick didn't get no buckskin harnesi
with It, neither, mind that now.
Beavers for National Parks,
Tourists in the Yellowstone Nation
al park have shown so much interest
in the beavers that inhabit the
streams that the department of the interior is considering the advisability
of placing colonies of the animals in
some of the other national parks.
The beaver has been one of the
most potent factors in the exploration
of the Rocky mountain region because
the early trappers were generally
searching for beaver when they first
penetrated the fastnesses of the
mountains. The zigzag dams constructed by these busy animals are familiar sights In the Yellowstone National park. The beaver seems to be
particularly adapted to the Platte, the
Yosemiteand Mount Rainier National
parks.

land, and had been Invited to pre
side at the baptism of the
house
Infant in the already-crowde- d
of a minister.
The guest gave out for congressional tinging a paraphrase much favored
on suoh occasions: "Let us," said he,
"sing from the fifth paraphrase, be
'As
ginning at the second verse:
sparks in close succession rise.' "
To his constitution the congregation giggled. Afterwards, asking the
"minister's man" what had been
wrong, that functionary replied: "Ye
eee, professor, the minister's name is
Sparks, and yonder is his tenth
bairn!"
d
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Jinks Figures won't lie.
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What are you going to do about itt
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The plant feeds principally in the
that Is turned with the plow.
This can be determined In any field
by noticing the poor growth that the
plant In the dead furrow makes, the
fair growth made by the plant outside of It, and the best growth made
by the plant on the back furrow. The
plant in the dead furrow, while it
came from the same kind of seed as
the others, cannot snake the growth,
soil
as it has to feed in the sub-sothat has not been turned with the
plow and the plant food that is in it
has not been made available. The
plant on the back furrow has an extra amount of soil that has been
turned with the plow, and the result
Is that, having more available food.
It makes a larger growth than the
plant on the regularly plowed land.
This, then, gives an insight into
what is needed by the plant to make
Its best growth, and the beauty of it
Is that the plant tells us itself. The
surface soli will dry out to the depth
5f at least two Inches.
The roots
cannot feed In this. If the plowing
Is but five Inches deep, that leaves
the plant only three inches of soil
that is in condition for It to feed
from. If the plowing is eight Inches
and the same amount dries out on the
surface, the plant then has six
inches, or twice as much soil, that It
can feed on, as compared to three
Inches on the
plowing. This
should male It quite plain, from the
standpoint of the plant getting Its
food, that the deeper
plowing is
quite important.
Then there is the other fact that
rain soaks into the deep plowing
more readily and quickly, so that
there will be less run-of- f
from it than
from the shallow plowing. The plowed soil is also In a condition to hold
more moisture than that which has
not been loosened up with the plow,
both through the soil grains being
better arranged and through the added organic matter.
Another matter
that should be considered here Is
that the plant must have the moisture where the food is, that it is going to take up. Being in the soil
turned with the plow, that is where
the moisture must be to do the plant
much good. This is the reason, then,
why the soil should be packed and
every means taken to have it in good
contact with the sub soil so that as
the plant uses up the moisture in the
surface soil, more moisture can travel
up to take Its place. The deep plowing also makes It necessary that more
organic matter be added to the soli,
else, as the soil Is worked deeper
and the organic matter distributed
In more soil, there will
be a less
amount of it in a given amount of
d
the
soil than the shallow-plowe- d
land. The fact that the plant
feeds In the soil turned by the plow
Is a reason, too, why corn should not
be cultivated deep after it has made
a good root system, as tbe main feeders being so near the surface, some
of them will be cut off and the plant
delayed In Its growth, as It must
grow new roots before it can properly
feed itself. Especially Is this Important late In the season. And in
dry farming, corn should be cultivated late, as two reasons for growing
it in this system of farming is to save
moisture and to kill weeds.
These points in regard to where the
plant feeds and the consequent need
of deep plowing, of adding organic
matter, of shallow cultivation for cultivated crops, need to be kept In mind
whether the farming Is being done in
a dry or humid climate, but more attention needs to be given them in
dry farming.
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five-inc-

deep-plowe-

Rotation In the Garden.
The garden needs rotation as well
as the field. Do not think that you can
grow cabbage, or onions, or lettuce
upon one particular spot continuously
without meeting with failure. Besides having a decreased yield, a
number of lnseot pests and funguoas
diseases will thrive from year to year
when a complete rotation Is not practiced.
Change the different garden crops

Clover Seed for Feed.
Tbe fact that sunflower seeds make
good poultry fed is not fully appreciated by all. Wltb any grain they
make a
ration. These
flowers grow well upon all irrigated
tracts. The growth is very rapid and
tbe large broad leaves afford excellent shade for the young chicks. It is
always a wise policy to plant the
seeds so they can be conveniently
The falling seeds are thus
used.
saved, and the shade afforded is very
d

valuable.

Fattening Fowls for Market.
Chickens for broiling or frying
should be fed extra for two or three
weeks to get them fat, with plenty of
good, solid meat on breast and thighs.
Range poultry is never classed as
s
market poultry.
first-olaa-
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Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate aix ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leas
space than two
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charged
will be booked at space
actually set
without regard to number of words.
Caah In advance preferred.
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 B. P. O. ELKS Meets second lad
fourth Tuesday evening of esMS
A. 4. Regular commonth at O. R. C. hall.
Vislttoej
munication first and

third Thursday in sack
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
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BEST

CHAPMAN

(By W. C. PALMER. North Dakota Agricultural College.)

DINNERS

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

Which Has Been Loosed.

from one part of the plat to another and' occasionally seed the plat
to clover for a year and grow the
Made Them Smile.
a
of
There la a good story
Divinity garden on a fertile spot on tbe back
professor who had an estate in Scot, part of the farm.

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

ENOUGH

FEBRU

N. O. Herman, W. M.;
Secretary.

B. R. Murray,

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg

ular conclave second
aJfil day
in each month at

Tues-Bs-

sonic Temple at 7:30
Boucher, 8. C; Chas.

Ma-

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNCIL
..NO. 804. Meets second and fonrtfe
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Ptoses

building. Visiting members are osr
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackrl. F. S

CD.

m.

p

brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the WorlS
hail, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Viet-lnG. Laemmle. Clerk.
Consul;
In
each
tion first Monday
are
especially
neighbors
month at Masonic Temand cordially invited.
m. M. R.
at 7:30
Tamme,

g

wet-com- e

ple,

p.

Williams, H. P.; P.
Brinegar, Secretary.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

A.

DENTISTS.

2.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
8. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4. Crockett Building. Has phone
Masonic Temple Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.
WANTED
Girl 15 or 16 years old. to
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
care for boy, 3 years old, from 1 p.
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTORNEYS
m. to 10 p, m. Apply Potter's
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Candy
store.
Grand avenue
HUNKER & HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
EL
DORADO
LODGE
1,
NO.
Attorneys at Law.
New Merle,
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIA8 Meets Las Vegas,
FOR RENT One of the best residenvery Monday eve
ces in old town. One block to Plaza,
ning in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
high healthy rooms, warm in winter,
Visiting Knights are
nice and cool in summer. The InInvited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
vestment and Agency Corporation.
Chas. E. Liebsoh-nie-

Wanted

For Rent

r.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat ail kinds of diseases, but
Commander. Harry
a
of eye, ear, nose and
Martin, Keeper of make specialty
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence-Vega-

Chancellor

FOR RENT 5 room house on hill,
electric lights, good location, rent
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or Western Union Telegraph company.
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
P2l Lincoln avenue.

For Smto

s

342.

FRATERNAL

NO.
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday nlgbt at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

Office:

506

Residence:

Grand Avenue.
Sixth Street

705

o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
FOR SALE 60 large laying hens, also president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EA8T BOUND
30
friers. Mrs. Robert Rainey,
Arrive
Bepari
Phone Main 292.
9:15 p. am.
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
11:10 p. at.
No. 4. ...11:05 p m
NEW PIANO, for sale cheap. Would
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
8
m
1:25 a, m
a.
No.
1:15
renifc to right party.
Address Box
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 10
2:10 p. m.
1:45 p. m.
291, City.
8
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WE8T BOUND
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
invited
Isaac Appel,
coixK:.Uy
1:45 p. m.
1:20 p. m
1
No.
100.
baby chicks, $12 per
Orders
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No. 3
6:15 p. m.
6:10 a m.
filled till July 1. Mrs. M.E. Stevretary.
4:50 p. ra
7
m.
No.
4:40
Kan.
p.
ens, Humboldt,
8

No. 9

FOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
1030 Fifth street Oscar E. Burch.
Flint, chlof of records and collector
of
wampum.
Vietting brother al
I
wyas relcome.
LOST - Between
Sixth
and Pecos
street, silver watch with black fob I.
O. O. r LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
and gold buckle. Return. to Optic
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
and receive reward.
their ball on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially Invited to atLOST Between Murphey's drug store
tend.
J . L. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
and Wells Fargo Express Co. office,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
one white embroidered dress. Lib
Secretary; Karl Werti, Treasurer;
eral reward for return to 808 Doug-alC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
avenue.

Los

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S

Bailey, McCreary, Ky. My wife wau
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound ga? her so much relief
that she continued using it until she
was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.

FARM NOTE8.

There is a great deal of humanity
axle grease.
Paint Is the cheapest known Insurance against general decay and loss.
The best fertilizer for asparagus is
rotted manure from grain-fe- d
horses.
Much care should be taken in selecting seed com for next year's garIn

7:00 p. m

6:35 p. m

t

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

den.

Asparagus is a heavy feeder, and
will stand all the manure you can
spare.
A lighted lantern held between the
feet under the robes means comfort
on a cold day.
Plow or spade the garden late this
tall, leaving the surface rough, and
plow or spade next spring.
Cut and burn all the asparagus tops
to destroy disease and give the bed
a thick dressing of stable manure.
Thoroughly clean and whitewash
the inside of tbe hen house and it will
be lighter and cleaner during the entire winter.
Four or five thicknesses of newspaper cut to fit the bottoms of the
overshoes will keep out a tremendous
amount of cold.
Plenty of sunlight in and around the
fruit is what gives a "classy" finish
to tbe fruit, and makes it sell at the
top of the market.
and
Locate vines of bitter-swefruiting grapes that you wish to
move from the woods to that porch
or arbor next spring.
To secure the best results the
speed of the separator must be uniform and up to the standard required
for the make of tbe separator used.
During winter the drinking vessels
must be emptied each evening; it Is
much easier to do that than to break
a solid cake of Ice in them the next
morning
--

PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom amon
all
BUY-t- he
particular thins; is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of
the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT

I

nt

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED DUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, rlr ir

C

E

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book

and Loose Leaf Books Can
lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

XX
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing
PHONE MAIN 2.

Co.

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OWIC, WEDNESDAY,

9

3lfeI

One lot

1

IMPORTED LENTILS

i

LOCAL NEWS

Packed in Cans Ready for Immediate use
THEY ARE NOURISHING
Wholesome Palatable and Very Economical
JUST THE FOOD
To Take the Place of High Priced Meats and Other Stuffs.

8 Side Dishes of DELICIOUS VEGETABLES to a

No. 2 Tin For

14 Cents

AT

THE

STORE THAT'S

ALWAYS BUSY.

N.B.
Have Plenty of Strictly Fresh

1

Egs at 30c Per Dozen.

THE GOODS WE BUY
Do Not Stay Long.
GOOD THINGS

YOU KNOW,

Are Pushed Along.

The Reason They Take

r

Such a Lively Hike,
Is, Because They're The
Kind The People Like.

We Have These For Lent
SHRIMP

LOBSTER
CRAB (SOFT SHELL)
SALMON

CRAB NEAT

FINDON HADDOCK

SARDINES

COD-FIS- H

fl

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Furniture

At the Lowest Possible Cost.
We

are Having a Mixed car of Furniture out of Chicago

to be Shipped Soon, and any Special Order can Come
D.
in Same, at a Saving to You of
ONE-THIR-

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY.

I

C JOHNSEN &

FURNITURE

Son,

AT FACTORY PRICES. WITH STRAIGHT
CAR LOAD FREIGHT.

s
THE

AT

HOUSE OF

Dry

$1.25,

Good

LfllMTAINMENT
am

HAL

nraa of' Old Taj lor

QUALITY

We Always Have

Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here

ATHLETES

pre--din-

d

WE STARCH

We Cail Show You

Ad; Size or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
In Button and Bals, of

Boh Black and Tan.

are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for ThisJMake of Shoes
And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That You Can
We

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You
Pay For Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.

FOR YOUR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND SEE

THE REGAL.

M. GREENBERGER.
MR. MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH

and thoroughly worked

into the goods and soft,
limpy collars are impossible.
This means that your
collar will be retain its
shape and stand up until
soiled,
This is but one of our
many good points.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

flowers.
MR. and MRS. FRANK FRIES.

ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending February 24, 1912.
Miss Macloria Armljo; Miss Adela
Armljo; Mrs. Frances Louise Bowen;
Wm. A. Burns; Tom Dillon; Wilson
Gensler; Don. J. F. Gonzales; J.
Maes (2); Miss Edythe Ohllvl-ler- ;
Charles E. Simpson; A. P. Stickler; Mrs. Rita Silva; The Red River
Valley Irrigation Co.
Letters held for postage and better directions.
Sr. Don Nicolas Chaves, Arizona,
N. M.; Miss Beryl McCaughy, Orlchl-ta- ,
Del-fini- o

FREESIAS
30c
if Bloom Mow,

Lots of Other Nice Potted Plants.

'ERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Jefferson Raynolds President

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

President

507 Sixth Stntt

Each.

Call and See Them.

PERRY ONION & SON

jg

HaPett Raynolds Cashier
Asst Cashier

Davis Vice President

H. Erie Hoke

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS, VEGAS, N. M.
X

CAPITAL,f$100,000,

SUKPLUS, AND UNDIVIDD.PKOFITS

$35,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While tbis
it never loaes eightol that essential
Absolute
quality.

Safety

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

DUNCAN,

If

First in

The

FLAVOR
First in

TASTE
First in

Science of
Selling

Farms

it may be termed a science

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

i

OPTIC

mmm want columns

QUALITY

FERNDELL

Some Nice Potted

Graaf & Hayward Co.
Store

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Chairman, Precinct Committee.

N. M.

When calling or (the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

SIGN

THE

COLLARS

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The

JUST ARRIVED

rer-etitio-n

OYSTERS.
H. STEARNS
J. PURE
THINGS TO EAT
To Get

worth

hlrt, detached cuffM
pie price C2tC Graaf

Charles J. Hammond came in this,
I
bourboi. morning Bom his ranch at Romero-vill- e
i 'he
to flfe claim of damages against
Opera Bex.
the Santa Pe railroad for killing a
for painting ana paperhanglng, gee Jersey cow belonging to him, on MonHammond says the
Davie, 414 Columbia. Ptione Main 357. day afternoon.
eow was struck by train No. 10 near
One lot negligee shirts, worth 60c Romerovllle and killed. The
HANSELL, A MAGICIAN, TO HELP
day
to 75c, sale price 39c.
Graaf Dry
ASSOCIATION STRAIGHTEN
the accident Mr Hammond
Goods Co.
ITS FINANCE8
received an offer of $75 for the animal, which he declined.
WattedGood girl for general
Hanselel, the traveling comedian,
housework. Mrs. E. R. Russell, 821
Juan Branch, after serving a sen will give an entertainment
at the
Eleventh street
tence of 50 days In the city Jail on Normal auditorium Friday night The
the charge of resisting an officer, was proceeds will be for the benefit of
One lot stiff bosom shirts, sizes 14 released
yesterday morning. As soon the athletic association of the school.
to 17 worth $1.15, sale price 70c. Graaf as he was given his freedom he was
Hansell is said to be a whole show
Dry Goods Co.
confronted with the charge of drunk- in himself, and is an entertaining perrfflnsn and disorderly conduct, which former. His accomplishments
are
Probate Judge Adelaldo Tafoya held
of numerous and all of a high class vaa brief session of the probate court was filed following the accusation
resisting arrest This charge, which riety. Hansell is famous for whist
this morning at the court house.
had been made by Vivian Chavez, war ling two parts, soprano and alto at
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged quashed and Branch was released the same time. He also whistles and
In the wood. Direct from distillery again after paying the costs.
sings at the same time. This travel
to you At the Lobby, of course
ing con."dian is something of a magi"Vanity Fair" (in three reels. Your cian and pulls off such tricks as
Roawsil has put in a bid for the 'wish is satisfied. At last you must smoking a pipe that is empty. On
state "encampment of the New Mex- acknowledge the supremacy of the Friday night Hansell will do several
ico National Guard to be held during Vitagraiphic art in this remarkable quick change acts, imitating well
the coming summer.
production from William Makepeace known personages.
Thackeray's novel. It is a feast of The price of admission is 25 cents
One lot pleated bosom shirts, at reason and animated lesson in liters and the tickets are
being sold by the
tached cuffs, worth $1.50 sale price ture. An excellent story and a study members of the school.
The sale
85c. Graaf Dry Goods Co.
of mankind. Take this in at the Photo- opened yesterday afternoon and al
play Theater tonight and you wiH ready a large crowd Is insured, for
The Ladies' Aid society of the First come away satisfied and
gratified. the entertainment Last fall the foot
Christian Ichurch tap Meat tomor You will behold one of the marvels ball team went in debt about $50 as
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with of
result of bad weather at one of the
moving pictures and the age.
Mrs. J. W. Rose and Mrs. C. E. Lewgames with outside teams played
is, 1015 Sixth street.
Untold rejoicing is the order of the here, and it is to cover this amount
Thomas F. Tipton has purchased day In Santa Fe because of the erec- that the performance Is to be given.
the lands of Anselmo Gonzales east tion of a new steam laundry. The
of Canyon Largo 65 miles from Las residents of thai oily can now wear
Vegas and will establish a catt'e two or more clean collars each week GIFTED SPEAKER AT
ranch .Mr. Tipton was here from and change their socks every Saturhis home in Wavtrous yesterday and day If they so desire. Cleanliness Is
THE BAPTIST CHURCH
the deal for the land was closed yes- said to be next to Godliness and it is
hoped the new laundry will help make
terday morning.
Santa Fe a little more righteous. MISS EMMA ANDERSON, HEAD OF
"Vanity Fair," suggested by the The New Mexican has always been
FOREIGN MISSIONS, TO TALK
great novel "Vanity Fair," by Wil- the fount of goodness and the guardiTO LAS VEGANS
liam Makepeace Thackeray, the great- an of morals for the capital. Ably asest satirist and delineator of charac sisted by a steam laundry it should
"Worldwide Missions" is the title
ter and society of the early eighteenth be able to work wonders.
of an address (to be given this even
of
century. A forecast and
ing at 7:30 o'clock in the First Bap
the vain glories of life. Photoplay
R. B. Schoonmaker, whose home !s tist church by Miss Emma Anderson
Theater tonight and Thursday.
at the Harvey ranch at an altitude of of RoBwell. Miss Anderson is super
10,000 feet and distant from Las Ve- intendent of the Woman's Home and
Don Roman Gallegos, sheriff of San gas 25 miles, came in last
night by Foreign Missionary societies of ArizoMiguel county, is moving with his way of the Porvenlr stage. Such is na and New Mexico. She is an excelfamily, into the residence of Cleofea the condition of the roads that five lent speaker and will bring a message
Romero near the county jail. Mr. hours were
occupied in covering the of interest to the people of Las VeGallegos has been residing for sev- 18 miles from El Porvenlr, which is gas. The public is invited to be preseral months at the homo of his double the usual
running time of the ent. No admission! will be charged.
father-in-law- ,
Jose Santos Esqulhel.
stage on this trip. On the mountain
Our city will soon be
for
at Harvey's the snowfall of Saturday
Las Vegas lodge No. 408 B. P. O. was about 20 inches with no" wind and Fire insurance. Our rates will depend
Elks held an enthusiastic
meeting no drifting. The pihe forest was on the condition our city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conlast night in the O. R. C. hall. Three heavily weighted by the extraordin
to
all flagration breeders.
candidates were initiated to member- ary fall of snow which clung
CUTLER BROTHERS,
lowfell.
It
as
of
a
number
The
and
applications exposed objects
ship
614 Lincoln Ave.
were received.
Following the meet- est thermometer reading was zero on Tel. Main 124.
mornine
was
informal
lunch
enjoyed. Monday morning. Tuesday
ing an
If you want to get the want you
it stood at 20 degrees above. The
This was served by the tyler-chef- ,
want
to get, you want to get your
to
the
snow is rapidly disappearing from
Ralph Gohlke, who knows how
serve iuncVes just a little better than steep slopes. Livestock has not suf- want in a want getter. The Optic
fered at all In the mountain districts. wants you to get the want you want
anybody.
to get. Try the ' Want Ads" and see
Turkey, quail and rabbits have been
seen In considerable numbers of late.
The trail of an enormous mountain CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
A primary of the republican voters
HOn traversed
the vicinity of Fair-vieof
precinct No. 29, San Miguel counand the Harvey carriage house
after the snow and local sportsmen ty. New Mexico, is hereby called to
have traps out to catch the .beast If meet at the City Hall In the City of
Las Vegas at the hour of 8 o'clock
possible.
p. m., on Friday, March 1, 1912, for
the purpose of electing eleven (11)
CARD OF THANKS
delegates, to the republican county
We wish to thank our friends, and convention to be held at Las
Vegas.
the nurses and attendants of the Las
Mexico, on Monday, March 4,
by machinery-- By its Vegas hospital for their knldness dur- New
use the starch is evenly ing our sorrow and for the beautiful 1912.
JAS. S.
Try a

i:

FEBR

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

Pure FOOD Goods

WRITE

AT

wholesale: and

LUMP

retail

D. W. C ON D ON

BOUCHER'S

Subscribe for The Optic

I.

